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"With Malice toward None, with Chanty for All, and with Firmness in the Right."
Volume XV.

.Number

OVER THE TOP

By the Governor of the State

Last Week News

A Proclanatidn

We received a column of last
weeks news too late to get'1 it in
last weeks issue, it included the
Story of the High School Play
and oiher things that are now
ancient history but we. will
publish it this week anyway. We
believe you had rather have your
paper on time than a day or two
late wen if some news is not in
it and it is a necessity ' with us.
When two people do the work of
:
l
lutvw tiu, unie w
behind.

of New Mexico

19

RED CROSS DONATION.LIST

MAY-DA- Y

Pint, Philip, 1 sack potatoes.
...
Plank, Mrs., 2 hens.
Hens.'
Mrs,
Parks,
E.
2
G,
H-.
AIldr,1Kv- 2' gallons peats,. 2 arnfre
The Second Red Cros3 By law and custom the thirtieth
Pendleton, Mrl T.. A. 1 setting egis.1
casn.
faiums syrup, o cans prunes, 12 cans .amurei, ioya,
May
of
day
year
is
a
in
each
Pendleton, R. A., 1 five tooth cultivator.
Drive for the Mesa, like all
chili, 2 gallons catsup, 1 gallon con-- ! Cambie. Mrs,. $1.00 cash.
came.
.filaines P, C, 1 Ford door pocket, 1 can Piffcr, Leu, 5 pounds ' lard..
other war activites here, public holiday in New Mexico
metal polish, 1 horte brush, 1 collar' Patrie, A. 1 hcrsc.
Andeivon, C. E., 2 W. O. Roosters.'
The natural love of the living
"
Poner, IL S. 1 hen. .'
pad, 1 Ford belt, 1 calf weaner.
Air.cs & Roedor, 1 white faced cow.
went over the top by á large for their companion and heroic
Ilibbard, Spencer, Bartlett & Co., Cti- -' Pint, Tom, $1.00 cash.--- , ,
Abernathy, ü. R., 1 sack iseed wheat.
'
margin, $2,000,00 was onr dead is made manifest by the
;P.ffer, L. '.
cash.
coe;o, 1 percolating machine.'
Arirfcy, Mrs.S. L;, 1 quilt.
Mr;;.
2
Sam,
tomato
jars
1
set.,
Holder,
Mra.
bed
John, late
Abueüa Mena, l.shht, 1 drawers, 1 pr,
allotment and the- donations placement of bud and flower and
Hooper, Mrs; P. M.,,1 setting it. I. egd , pickles.
sheer.
upon
tomb,
1
Ratcliff, Sam,
sack eeed potatoes.
total 2,521.28 as reported decorative wreaths
Haims, A. A., 1 sack corn.
Andiron Pnu!, 83.75 cash.
Rychleski, 1 sack wheat.
Holmes, 21ra. E. B., 1 quilt.
AiUt; Frank, 5.00 cá-by Chairman J. Floerslierm, monument sepulcher and burial
'
Roy Trading Co., 1 range.
Hill, Wm. 1 sack potatoes.
'
J'fluai Mrs. v, m. i uo.en
mound.
'
Romero,
Sofia,
Doily.
Lace
;
The report will be made in
au.-kiipair uwiwz mwks. Holder Mrs. Fred, 1 wringer.
r
Thus the mortal is made to put
Renfro, Mrs. J. N. 1 stove, 1 oil heater,
Ilobkin, Lcn, 2 hens,
Albert ü
Urwh
Floursheim
impos
detail later but it was
Roy Cafe, 21 meals.
Hedgcock, Mrs.. G. R., 1 center table,
on immortality and the 6oul of
Ross, Walter, 1 pig.
Hall, Mrs. Leva, 1 easy chair.
.
BIr.í'k:
ouu cmed ham.
osible to prepare it this week the living man is sublimated and
Roy Trading Co., Employes, 1 washHufches Mrs. F. M., 2 hens.
c:iid, .1. M., one :!--: potato.
and get it m type. ,
made receptive to the impinging
ing machine.
Hughes, Mrs Harry, 1 quart cherries,
Sftksr, W. M., cue sack bean:;.
HIGH SCHOOL PLAY
J. E., 1 pair white Leghorn
Hines, A. A. $1.00 cash.
rú.Tjvvu,'í)r. L'. I' ono watch.
principles
force
justice
the
of
of
chickens.
This drive lias been a Her- - love
,
Hoskina, G. R., 43 pounds beans,
a"rj
Tm
0.
Play,
nrlq:,
J.,
Clan
Graduatir.'i
the
cash
$1.00.
and humility true and sacred r':it by the eighth
Rhyne, J. II., 1 setting W. L. Eggs.
Hughes, F. M., $10.00 cash.
C. J., 1:3. pounds beaits.
Jíradov?, put on aajKurlv
culean task and great credit attributes of the children of the an
Roben, 50 pounds millet.
Harvey, Hestt.r, 1 pair Ladies' silk
oponer, at the hall last Thursday iirailif ir, Vm.,. Thrift Card and 8
'
Roberts & Oliver, 1 ton coal.
;
hose.
is due Mr. "Floersheim and righteous God.
Stamp,-;- .
nii'ht, was a hi:ri success in every
Rhyne, M. Li 1 home cured ham.
Hern, Andy, 1 chicken.
way. The crowd filiad the hall almost . Bouh:are, 11. V., 1 Kentucky twiut
his indefatigable workers as This year Memorial and Decora to suffocation. One hundred and twon
Rhyne, J. II., 1 bushel wheat.
Hays, Sirs. J. L., 1 quart pickles.
toceg.
Roy Garage, 1 casing 30x3V2.
Hall, Roy and Kennith, 1 sheep.
well as a generous and patri- tion day call the liveing human
reserved seats were r.oid and iE.'t'iC'V, A. .., (! V, L. har-- .
Roy, Mrs. Edith, 1 chicken.
Hall, G. 15., 5 pounds butter.
W83 about
tha audiftnee Uc!l;r.ap, 1 heeling stove,
otic people for this result. heart to lower depths of woe and that
Roy, F. A., 1 white faced cow.
Harper, Mrs--. Ethel, 1 quilt.
while many were paid back ihfci? Br.'tó, Wm. I ga vanned watar tank.'
sorrow,because of added millions money
Roy
Trust & Savings Bank, $25.00 cash
Hahn,"
2
W.
dozen
II.,
eggs.
and turned away for lack of Bruce; Mrs. Fanny, 1 hen an chickens,
Following the sále of $15, of man-force- d
Rainbow, Mr. and Mrs., $2.00 cash.
deaths and grave? room.'
Hutfcon, Mrs. Mary, 1 pound butter.
Erna., T. A., 1 feed grinder.
'
Robertson, J.-- W., $5.00 cah.
Iioskin?! Company, 3 chickens.
H., 1 white w. rooster.
000.00 Bonds several thous- upon the battle fields of- - Europe. The operxr, "Borrowing, Trouble," Broí
Humucll Mr., 00 pounds seed wheat. Ray & Kidd, 1 horse.
was very well presented, although tha Bw, Ida L. 1 baby jacket.
and dollars m thrift stamps,
' '
Reinken, II. D., $5.00 cash.
Harper Ethel, $1.00 car-haudience wa3 so noisy that only the Bull, Mr. and Mrs. A. A. 1 rallón'
Sargent,
F. A., 1 pillow top, 1 lace yoke
foully
king
to
Geo.,
Higgir.3,
Strives
$5.00
cash.
Vrowl!''
could
Kraut,:..
Prussian
reach
most
Baptist
jaclin?
of
the
new
$725.00 for the
Garage, Las Vegas, 1 inner
Studebaker
.
Eis-htpounds
K.,'20
P,
Hairis,
seed
The
1
corn,
Brown,
L.
Graders were trame and
A. n. r. rooster.
his dream of a German
Church, $1,697.99 for May make
tube.
'Boulva-reH;!l, Walter, 3 dozen eggs.
T,l) pounds beam.- put it across in pite of the noi;;c.
Carl.
world-empicome true.
Schultz, Frank, 1 box cigars, 50 pounds
The High School play, f'Deaeon 'BoulJV.ri, Richard & Hanry, 2 iwrters. Kill, Wm., 10 pounds rheubarb,
Day this drive is most re'
While our free sons and Ptil'bf!," was riniply immense and even ÍBrjeF.:-- Mr?., 1 netti'ig eggs,
beans.
.
Hepburn, John, $3.00 cash.
1
L.,
plane.
Swain,
Stanley
disco:nf(n-J.
i
markable and shows that brothers-resis- t
50
Hiphtowcr,
í'íicl.kn.ip,
the
J.
A.,
of the audience cotdd
cents cash.
Mr., 2 'chickens.
and beat back the
Springer Trading Co., 1 pillow top.
Mrs. 1 bread.
.not prevent enjoyment of it.
Hepburn,
1 ham.
L
The
W.
Brcrknan,
the Roy Mesa and the towns enslaved subjects of this presump several comedy characters were iielter Burton,'!. HÍ2.00 ea.sh.
i'
Scott, Children & T. O., 1 sack beuns.
Hill. Mrs. Wclier, chcken
Hicl-.le- ,
Scott, Mr. and Mrs. T. O. 1 sack seed
!!. E:., $2.00 cash.
on' it are worthy of the name tive'kinff across the sea by apply than rno.'-- profcrnionalsj Mark Evock-ma- n 'Bcrcntz, Alec, ?5X0 cash- - 1 sewing
potatoes.
Hoshins, ?1.00 cash.
Deacon Dubbs was immeiye,
as
inaeu!rie.
force
force
against
fore
i and (..ravens Pluinlee a
Patriots, Wb give our boys
Slusher, Fannie, 2 dozen eggs.
Ilornbake- -, John, CO cents cash.
Si!!'.' Houlr.-are- ,
E. M. & R. W., 1 colt
the
wk'amt slint- - let us aI1 hore at ísiml Man; 3
;
Smith, Mrs. J. D., 2 hens.
Haines, W. R., S'2.00 cash.
Vein Depew, as a Brsdky, W. 11, 2 chickens.
mdour dollars with etryal !'.home
'
Sansbury, Mrs. J. II., 1 setting eggs.
Hyatt, W. T., 2.00 cash.
as a memorial cn ;ocora- - Mrenuou3 Olü Maid; Clara Martin, a.--; llww, M. S. 4.00 cah.
'
alacrity to the cause of tion by humble appeal .to the "3 nxie" and Luda as the Sweed Girl HBradlcy V. I?., $1.00 cash,
Sansbury, Mrs. T. E. 3 W. L. hens.
Holder, John, 2.00 cash.
''
Burlo:--..nSansbury T. E., $2.50 cash.
all
deserve
A..
Holmer,
J.
mention
$1.00.
cash.
A.
and
J.,
Bwkl
there
cah'.
$1.00
Freedom.
God of our fathers for the speedy wsí! not a "lams one" in
Searight, F. O., 2 washing machines, I
IvCy F. E., 1 :ockct knife.
.DcE.y.u, Luis C.,S1.00.
the let.
' s
sack potatoes, 1 ham.
triumph c.f the children of liberty
Tlie Fehool plays eartvij money B"íwr;i, Xcis. Í5.00.
Ilfeld, Chas. Co., 1 Navajo blanket.
Show
Donation, $2.00 cash.
V..
Jli-s- .
(:.)
V.,
Ivey,
enough
.lie
to
all
pounds
Crtfos,
K.
cover
expenses
wheat.
V.
2
Mrs.'
of
jars
A.
currents
O.
íere
Sale left Now the
I. W. E. LINDSEY
Dr. aad
Ki'ictuation, and paid out in full for the Corn 'produce t'omrany, 1 jjal. M '.'ola John Ü. Bi'cvuin D. G. Co., Camisole. Strong, Mrs. Sam, 1 quart cherries.- Monday for Colorado to visit hk Governor of the State of New scnool piano, a debt
Johnson, J. Xf. Sr., 2 sacks potatoes, 1 Southern Colo., Merc. Co., 1 case
O
t.iat has been
peaches.
j
Cunno-nhar.pinp; a lon;r time and which w
father from their they go to their Mexico do .hereby 'proclaim;
machine.
L. A., 1 pound butter.
Sides, Mrs. Fiank, 1 doilv.
Johnson. Jim, 1 sack beans.
the acth'ilies of the School Cameron, Mrs. E. S. pair embroid
old .home in Missouri where they Thursday May thirtieth nineteen r'cduwd
j Jaeb-onStrong, Sam, 4 dozen eggs.
'Ceo. R. 5 dozen egg".
ered illow nips.
:
will visit briefly and then will humked eighteen,
'
Shambiin, Mrs., 1 corset cover,
be wiped out.
Johnson, Mrs. II. R. $5.00 cash. . "
Caiu:on, L. A. & Son, 45 pounds seed
1
Johnson, 3. W. Sr., 1 washing machine. Strawn, C, A. 1 R. I. rooster.
go to St Louis the Dr. will fake
v"e are" glad, it is fifi over,
corn.
'v
MEMORIAL DAY
be na Ven for the ne.vt term to bepin CKur;l."-aii- ,
Smith, Mrs. M., $1.00 cash.
Jordán, B. C.,-- chickens.
James, one hop.
a Post Graduate course in SurJohn.-.n- .
Strawn, W. S. 2. hams.
Mrs. J. M.,1 setting eg-'rfrs. J.I two !ens, .2 .p.ih, ,
eaeJi; community.-.iinc.' ai' tu n:iioU: a. ew-- r;ov its üvccc.-ís.- Connor.
gery to better equip himself for M?.y
' e n
Mrs.', 1 lace yoke.
L". D.,
Mrs.
("hoar,
s.
ju.
greaies-í
nas
regene,
pue
k
nivays
jjnjBj,
Ttick'ci
piece.
oi
xallon
cenier
i
,i
i
it
on mac
tiayjbeen her imblic tchooh and the classes Choat, E. D., 1 Ral. Kentucky SorRham. Jack;on, J. J. 30 pounds seed corn.
SeaboldC'has. $5.00 cash.
'his lifes work. Many friends state oi iMew .Mexico
Schneider, Walter, $5.00 cash.
ifl.OO casln
Jaeótis, W.
here regret the departure of not only decorate the grave oju.;t irradiated add Inste' to tho.se j Campbell, J. C. 1 dozsn cracker;
1 Thrift Card filled.
Sansbury, J. H. $2.50 cash.
W.
Johnson,
M.,
preceding
Mrs.
Connors,
them.
gold
fish..
2
the
dead
accordance
in
with the
v .
these estimable young people.
"
Smith, T. A. , 2 days work with team.
Jenkins, St II., $5.00 cash.
Cockrell, G. 0., 2 chickens.
may
usual
custom
they meet
but
Jim Chrisiman shows us a letter Campbell, J. J., equash seed,
Kirby, Mrs. E;sey, 9 hens &. 1 rooster. Stone, Henry, $20.00 cash.
.
The Dr. in his profession has
Steward, Ben, $1.00 cash.
Keerer, Conrad, $1.00 cash.
made an enviable record and his in public assembly there humbly from Homa- Holmes, from .France. Carter, W, E., 1 shoulder meat,
' '
' fvi,
lie is much .interested in .ail that is Carter, Mr., 1 pig.
Kennard, Mrs. H., 1 gallon pickeled' Slushn, A. B., $1.00 cash.
.
wife as a teacher in the Schools to acknowledge dependence upon going on here and wants to know Cole, Johnnie, 1 dozen eggs.
beans, ',i gallon pickeled beets, 1 Shultz, $5,00 cash.
,
ouart pickeled cucumbers, 1 quart Springer Times, 5 years subscription.
WiU'be.difficult'to replace- - Her the will of the God of our fathers about the wheat crop but think? they Cole, Efllo & Ervie, 10 pounds white
n
pickeled Picklilly, 1 quart pickeled
5 years subscription:
His will have quite a job over there be- - beans.
musical talent combined with and devoutly supplicate
vegetables. 2 Dound.s butter.
Smith, J. L., $1.00 cash.
fore he can come back to help thresh Colé, Mrs. Carrie, 2 R. I. hens,
guidance
protection
and
so
that
'natural qualifications as a teacher
Kclscy, Miss Cilo, I lace yoke.
Tanous, Adele, 2 men's hats, 3 ladies'
wheat here. They raise- wheat in Case, Mr., GO pounds Alfalfa seed.
world-wa- r,
Liberty shall Frar.ee too, all their wagons have Cunningham, W. E., 10 pounds beans, Kitchell, Graviile, $1.00 cash.
hatM.
and training and experience of in this
when
Thompson,
shafts
they
$1.00
15
C. M., cash 50 cents.
need
Alfred,
Cochran,
tash.
and
pounds
corn,
Geo.,
triumph
more
and
be
;
than
seed
to
extended
jKieis,
all
some years rendered her snost
one horse they hitch another ahead Cochran, Mrs. George, 2 hena. -Lucero, Alfredo, 1 Back potatoes.
Thomas, Mrs. R. II., 2 hens.
peoples
to
and
nations,
all
T&luable to the Sehool,
He is well and anxious to get at them Cornell, Johnnie, 1 hen and chickens.
Towers, Mrs. Sam, 1 piece Fancv work'.
Laurcbach, Dan, 1 mare.
W. E. Lindsey, Governor, and havíHÍt over with.
Towers, Mrs. Geo., 1 quart pickles, 1
Coliman. E. B., 32 pounds beans,
Litterei, Air., cash DO cents.
We shail hope that they will
';
Livingston, L. M., cash 50 cents.
quart apple sauce.
Mr., v2 cans pickles, 1
return at some future time and Antonio Lucero, Sec"y o'f State A meeting of the Soliciting Com- Christwell,
Towers, Raymond, 1 set quilt blocks.
Laughter, E. B., cash 25 cents
pound butter.
renew the pleasant associations
Towers, Bernard and Towers, Etfa M..
mittee for the Red Cross War Drive Coldiron, $1.50 cash.
Livingston, Anna, 2 dozen eggs.
"Casey C, E. Deaton and Frank at the Community Hall Sunday
11 pounds pop corn.
Leach R. R., 5 dozen eggs.
after- Crites, Mr., $2.00 cash.
with their friends here.
Howell were Mills citizens in noon, had a busy time districting the Dean, Mrs. 11. E., 3 dozen eggs.
1
Leatherman, Mrs. Ernest, 1 pair croTowers, Geo., $1.00 cash.
'
1 white O. rooster.
for
cheted pillow cases.
mesa
the
Taylor,
1 sack potatoes.
different
J.
solicitors,
J.
Dean,
E.,
the
H.
Roy
.
Monday.
George Ray had an inexhaust'
blanks and supplies were given out Davis, S. F., 11 hens.
Titterington, Mrs. S. E., 2 dozen eggs.
Lebert, J. H., 1 pair Men's shoes.
ible well on the Archuleta farm
and all the plans made for the drive Davis, H. W., 6 hens.
Lucero, Jose Antonio, 25 pounds beans. 1 nomas, Mrs. Lela, $1.00 cash.
to begin Monday morning.
Leonard, C. F., 75 pounds potatoes.
Tafoya, Mrs., glassware.
Davis, E. R., 1 pig.
at a depth of 117 feet. He drilled
Tafoya, Rapoleta, $1.00 cash.
Deubler, L. E., 1 bushel beans, 1 violin Leonard, Mrs. C. F., 1 quart pickles;
the third hole before he Struck
!
Wm. Baum returned Saturday from
LaRue, J. E.,'side home cured meat,
Tinker, $1.00 cash.
and case, 1 shot gun.
'
'
Hot Springs, Akkansas, where he went Depew, Chas.,,1 rooster.
Lucero, Miss Antonio, 1 fruit dish.
Valdez, Davfd, 1 lamb.
the vein but is well satisfied with
An interesting diversion from with Mrs. Baum last week. He re- Davis, Lee, 10 pounds lard.
r
Vanllorn, H. C., 1 pair arctics.
LaRue, Mrs., $1.00 cash.
the result as the saving in easing
ports her much improved by the baths Dunn, W. L.,
Voelkel, Ed., 1 set of dishes.
Lancaster, Lester, 1 dog.
cash.
and pump Will be a lot as well as the regular order of services at and left her cheerful and hopeful, to Evans, Harry, $1.00
Vowell, Mrs, J. A., 1 pair pillow slips.
1 harpanola, 1 load wood Morris, Mrs. W. S. 4 dozen eggs,
Sunday
the
Christian
Church
return to his business which cannot Earl, Iva, 1 dress form.
pumping will be cheaper, and the
White, F. O. Auctioneer Services.
Melton, Mrs. J. R., 1 quilt.
evening
by
was
a
Lieut.
talk
spare
longer
him
5
White, F. O. 1 sack beans.
T.
1
E.,
1
pictures.
rooster,
at
Mitchell,
this
time.
Emerson,
B.
F.,
gun,
shot
vein
lower
the
than
water better
Merrill, Mrs. 1 pound butter, 1 setting Westphall, Paul, 1 sack rye.
Belknap, on the "War Y" He
Earley Produce Co., 1 box apples.
W. H. W'illcox and wife went to Evans, Harry, 1 load wood.
Wendland, F. W., 56 pounds beans.
eggs.
T. E. Mitchell is walking with presented the subject just as it their homestead near Wagon Mound Evans, Elmer, 1 ham.
White, Gilstrap & Co., 1 OLD SPADE.
Mitchell, Guy, 50 pounda beans.
Woodard, L. W. 50 pounds beans.
.crutches this week the result of appeared to him giving a graphic Saturday to establish residence on it, Evans, Mrs. Elmer, 2 pounds butter. Moor, D. P, 25 pounds beans, 1 hen.
Woodard, J. W. and Albert, 50 pounds
Moore, F. S. 3 brackets.
Evans, Miss Brooks, 2 chickens.
being struck by a horse at the description of the buildings and they went with a camping outfit.
beans.
Mitchell, R. W., 1 pi?.
Elder,
$3.00 cash.
Robt.,
Eanch one day last week. He has management and just what they Mills will have a big patriotic day Fluman, Mrs. Fred, 5 dozen eggs.
Woodard Mrs. J. W. pair embroidered.
Mitchell, Jo ;, b0 pounds beans.
pillow slips.
Maib, Mabel, cash $1.00.
;I
a bruised and very painful did and had for the soidiers. June 12th, when we will all go and Fluman Sisters, 1 sack beans.
in their drive for their Red Cross Florsheim, M., 10 pounds coffee,
Woodard, Mrs. W. G., lace yoke.
Mackey, Mrs., 1 quart peaches.
ankle which prevents his usual To him the "Y"is a Club House join
as they did for ours. The Mills ladie3 Florsheim Mercantile Company, 1 hall Martinez, Isabel, 1 dresser scarf.
Woodard, Miss Minnie, lace center ,
activities and is occupying the where all the boys feel at home have accepted the offer of the Lebert tree, 1 medicine chest, 1 doll bed, 1 Mayberry, Madge, 1 setting eggs.
piece.
clothes rack, 12 yards dress goods, Mayberry, Mrs. II. II., 1 setting eggs. Windland, Miss Ollie and Clara, 2
time at the Masonic School of and many things supplied for Hotel and all its equipment and will
dozen eggs.
serve dinner there. You will hear
1 5 gallon gasoline can, 1 3 gallon Mayberry, H. II., 1 keg potatoes.
instruction being conducted by their comf ert and convence help more
about it when the big drive is
Wensell, C. L., war certificate with
gasoline can, 1 can Fly Way, 1 can Mitchell, J. H., 10 dozeneggs.
Grand Lecturer Kelly of Silver to make life in training camp less over.
stamps.
,
Animal Dip, 12 packages soap pow-- Mitchell,. Geo., 75 pounds beans,
.
Welch, Harry, 2 hen3.
.,
der, 12 cans Chili Sauce, ,12 cans Melton, Mary. $1.00 cash.
City at the Masonic Hall in Roy, irksome. The Y is not run as a The next Drive will be to present
c!r
West, Mr. and Mrs. D. W. $2.00 cash.
Dutch Cleaner,' 1 cane hominy, 24 Martinez, D. M., 1 sheep.
Sunday School and its ministra-tiou- s the necessity of storing your coal for
.
Wilcox, Mrs. W. II., 1 quilt.
Mahocy, J. II., 1 ham.
pounds corn meal, 21 pounds flo'ur.
'V'
next
while
is
winter
good.
getting
the
Melvill
and
Wensell
C. L.
are to the Physical side of
Wilcox, W. II., 1 auto horn.
Murdock, Dr., $5.00 cash.
This matter- of economy and policy! Fluman, Fred, $10.00 caslr.
Wilson Company, 1 kitchen cabinet.
Floersheim have been appointed their wants reaching the spiritual will be priónica by the Fuel Adminis-toato- r Florsheim Mercantile Co., 1 B. O. Plow, Mitchell, Mrs. Joe, 1 quart pears.
Company Employes, 1 set al
Wilson
D..
F.
$5.00.
cash
plow.
Meffert,
inch
114
muís
indirectly thro the physical. Ije
in the coming week's. It is a
to receive donations lor tne
umniurn ware.
.
Maib, J. W. $5.00 cash.
Frye, Mr., 3 roosters.
blessing
people
we
that
who
ave
rave
They
12th.
luís kind, words for the other
Red Cross Sale June
Warner, Hal, 18 pound3 seed maize,.,
Mcatova, Adolfo,, $2.00 cash.
and patriotic enough to re- Farris, Mrs. M. M., 1 pound butter.
educated
$1.00 cash.
Morris, W. S." cash, $1.00.
already have good lists , started. similar institutions the Knights spond to ther.e practical measures that Farris, M. M., $1.00 cash.
McCrystal, Mary and Fannie, 4 dozen Wisedorfer, W., 1 box potatoes.
Fessler, Sam, 10 pounds maize 10
Mills came across most generous of Columbus, the Jewish Yonng make for efficiency,
Wisedorfer, Mrs., 1 setting eggs, 1
pounds corn.
c'gs.
ly for the Roy Sale and its. up to men's Society and the Salvation
Pete Gibson has a well that he ia Fairview Pharmacy, $8.35 cash.
doily.
McCrystal, John, 100 pounds beans.
Wisedorfer, G. E., 25 pounds beans.
McClure, Virginia, $1.00 cash.
us to do as well by them and to Army they all work along the unable to'100test to its capacity at a Frazier, Guy, $5.00 cash.
depth of
feet at his home in Roy.
.
Wisedorfer, Mrs. John, 1 doily.
Newman, Mrs.. 4 dozen eggs.
$1.00 cash.
go and join them on their big day. same lines and are equally com- It is pure, soft water and he is get- Florsheim, E. J.,
Worlev. Grace, 1 laundry bag.
Nupen, Don, 50 pounds potatoes.
,
Florsheim, J., 1 town lot
mendable. .
ting ready to pump it in large quanti Fuller, E. L., $1.00 omsh.
Wisedorfer, Mrs. Wm. 1 apron'
Noffke, Wm. 1 sack beans.
Wright, Alice Leona, 1 setting eggs.
Neil, E. V. 25 pounds beans.
The Red Cros3 Ladies have 'The men who preach to the Y ties. We don't blame him for being Gauss Langenberg Hat Co., 1 hat.
Wood, J. C., 1 quart pickles, 1 canteen,
Nugen, C. C. 1 hen, 1 rooster.
Gallegos, Mrs. Jack, 1 center piece.
packing7 audiences are not allowed to talk proud of it.
days
two
for
busy
been
Wagner, Leo, 1 ham.
Newman, Louis, cash $1.00.
Gibbs, M. D., 1 bucket stock food.
difWetterhans, Neis, 2 pounds butter.
the garments and aupplies made creeds or denominational
Nevvlin, J. W., 1 bushel rye.
Benny Branch, left Wednes- Grunig, R. C, 1 sack wheat.
j
J. N., 1 pair pillow cases, Wetterhans, Mrs. Neis, 1 lace yoke.
by the Chapter and its auxiliaries ferences it is a strictly
day in answer to a telegram Geohrie, Mr. and Mrs. Frank, 2 gallons Nutter, Mrs. 1.00
Wisedorfer,John, 1 pound butter.
cash.
Neese,' J. T.
6 hens.
beans,
at
headquarters
to
institution The from' his father. P. P. Branch Gibson, R. J., 25 pounds beans.
far shipment
Wilson, L. W. 1 dozen eggs.
Noble, H. E 25 pounds potatoes.
'
' ' '
Wórtman, Geo., $1.00 cash.
Nutter J. N., $1.00 cash.
Denver. This is the largest Lieut, presented some facts from directing him to come to Hanna Gilstrap, Joe, 5.0Q cash.
cash
Wildman,
E.,
$1.00.
J.
M.,
cash.
'
Narary
$1.00
E.
cover.
i
Guthman,
corset
Freda,
shipment they have yet made a Soldier's ' view point' which Wyo., and- work with him this
Wilson, Aileen, $2.00 cash.
.
Ogdcn, Irvin, Jr. 1 sack beans.
cash.
Guthman, W. II.
It will be quite an Guthman, W. H.,'5 gallons milk.
Yarbrough, W. C., 24 pounds flour, 24
and they have ordered a 'large should open the eyes of those summer.
Ogden, Irvin, Sr. printing.
1 pound buttfr,
who
pounds meal.
seen
have
civilian
future
but
Irvin
the
Mrs.
material
Ogdcn,
Jr.
for
pHcher.
Gonzalos,
i
experience
Patricia,
of
and
one many boys of
quantity
Yates, Wm., $1.00 cash.
1 cake.
Osborn, Mrs., 50 centa cash.
Gibson, Mrs.-JohF.,
.
side.
'
age
his
would
covet.
work,
T .T1
Young, Mrs. Miles, 1 quilt.
Pavton, S. E. 1 borne cured ham.
Gi unifr, Ben, 2 chickens. .
ZoMaski, Tom, $1.00 cash.
Pint, T. R., 1 tack potatoes.
Gcrchi, B., 11.00 cari.
-

ambrcl, J. 0.. $1.00 cash.
Allen, Mrs. Jco, 2 dozen eggs.
Apple, J. & Company. 2 cases oat meal: Cambrel, B. P., $1.00 cash.
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All EPITOME OF

Prospects for tha coming harvest in
France are better than any jear since
1898.

LATE LIVE HEWS
CONDENSED RECORD OF THE
PROGRESS Of EVENTS AT
HOME AND ABROAD.

FROM ALL SOURCES

Luf-ber-

AYINOS, D O I N O S, ACHIEVEMENTS, SUFFERINGS, HOPES
AND FEARS OF MANKIND.

I

Valiti Ntwipapw Ualoa Nwi ferrl.
ABOUT THE WAR
Mexico has severed diplomatic relations with Cuba.
The Cork steamer Inntscarra, bound
from Fishguard to Cork, has been tormempedoed and sunk. Thirty-seribers of the crew were missing.
Fifty-siAmerican troops on the
British steamship Moldavia have been
unaccounted for, says an official
statement by the British admiralty.
Tha declaration of war by Costa
Rica on the Central powers brings the
total number of nations aligned
against Germany up to a total of twenty-on

ne.

.

The fortress of Mets, in Lorraine,
and the city of Coblens, on the Rhine,
have been bombed by BrltUh aviators.
Thlonvllle, Nomur and Carlerol also
were attacked. Lively fighting continues in the
mountains of northern Italy with the
Italian and British troops on the of
Along the Flave the artilfenslve.
lery filing has Increased.
Martial law has been proclaimed in
Bohemia, and in consequence of "popular excesses" many persons have
been Imprisoned, says a dlspatchi to
the London Dally Mall from Berne,
quoting the Slovenskl Parod.
An enemy destroyer bas been sunk
in the neighborhood of Zeebrugge by
a direct hit from an aeroplane. The
mole and seaplane base at Zeebrugge
also were badly damaged by bombs
which British naval aviators dropped.
More than 2,700,000 wounded and
sick men have been returned to tho
fighting front and 692,000 soldiers
have been discharged from the German army as unfit for further service, according to report of the- statement in the Reichstag by Surgeon
General Schulie as contained in the
Berliner Tageblatt of April 24, a ccpy
of which has been received in New
York.
A London
official statement on
aerial operations says: "Since the
beginning of the German offensive,
two months ago, 1,000 German aeroplanes have been brought down or
driven out of control, and more than
1,000 tons of bombs have been dropped
over the enemy's lines. During the
night of May 20 aerodromes In the
neighborhood of Ghent, Tournal and
St. Quentln used by the enemy's night
bombing machines were heavily attacked. Thirteen tons of bombs were
dropped on these and four and a halt
ton were 'dropped on the railway station at Thlonvllle, Metz and Coblenz."

WESTERN
Miss Anne Martin, candidate for a
nomination to the United States Senate from Nevada, bas resigned as
chairman of the National Woman's
party in order to devote herself to ber
campaign.

The lower house of the Arizona
Legislature passed the joint resolution
ratifying the prohibition amendment
to the constitution by a vote of 29 to
3, Speaker Johns and Representatives
Foster and McCormlck voting In th6
negative. The resolution passed the
Senate unanimously, making the
twelfth state to act favorably.
Howard H. DeWeese, who was shot
at Salt Lake City, Utah, for the murder of his wife, Fanny Fisher DeWeese, left a grim legacy for his
wife's former husband.
It is .a silk
handkerchief and the bullets which
passed through the heart of DeWeese
first passed through the bit of silk,
which he had pinned over his chest.

A7

Pithy News Items

Ire-

The conscription Question
land may be aettled by the formation
of an Irish army.
It is reported at Valparaiso, Chile,
that there was loss of life in tho
earthquake at La Serena.
The military agreement" between
Japan and China bas caused Increased
attention to be given the question of
intervention in 81berla.
The address delivered by a French
general at the grave of Major
the American ace, who waa
brought down on the Toul sector by a
German airman, was an unusual trio
uta from one soldier to another.
Zurich. The Zurlcher Zeltung saya
the German military authorities have
demanded of Poland to aupply Germany with 100,000 head of cattle, and
30,000 pig. The amount demanded
h
represents
of Poland's livein

U.S.-MEXIC0M-

Gathered From All Over

New Mexico
Nw.pjwr Untoa Mj S.rvlca.
Wtit.ra N.w.p.p.r Union N.wi S.rvlo.

9i

BREAKOVER CUBA
CARRANZA'S GRIEVANCE

COMING
4-

Cowboys'

-

Vitu.
October

EVENTS.
Reunion

Sausage

SEIZURE OF HIS MINISTER'S

WMUrn

Julv

Vienna

DUE TO

PAPERS IN HAVANA.
t

mm

it Ui

Annual mettinc New Mxloo
Public Health AmocUUob,
Clayton la to have a large troop of
Boy Scouts.
Socorro will build a new hotel that
will cost $50,000.
Thirty-threprisoners are at work

A Favorite Dish Everywhere
Prepared from dainty bits of

HEW HUN CRUISER SÜIIK

meat, skillfully
seasoned and cooked by Libby's
own expert chefs these sausages
have that delicacy of flavor, yet
spicy zest that makes them favorchoice, selected

ALLIES READY FOR

BIG

AS FLYERS CONTINUE
CONTROL AIR.

THRUST
TO

ites everywhere.
cu Santa Fé streets.
Order Libby's Vienna Sausage
Seven buildings at Emiy were des
today. You, too, will find it a
Service.
Union
Ntwi
Wtttern Newppr
troyed by fire.
satisfying dish and so
savory,
Washington, May 27.In Mexico I
The population of Deming bas dou'
easy
prepare!
to
udden breaking off of diplomatic rebled the past year.
stock.
with Cuba is teen an Indirect
lations
big
potash
A
deposit
of
guard
beta
baa
and German
Under the white
action- againct the United States.
regime In Finland 1,762 persons were found in Quay county.
most familiar with Latin- executed up to May 1, according to a
Large sums from every community Those here
profess to see in it
affairs
American
SweFinnish socialist who escaped to
swelled the Red Cross fund.
the forerunner of most direct action,
den and whose interview with the
Grant county Is to spend $57,000 and possibly an Interruption of intercourse
Folketa Dagblad is transmitted from Socorro county $183,650 on roads.
between the United States and MexCopenhagen.
Wm. E. Thwaits, a Grant county ico. Althouth without official inforThe Prince of Wales arrived in cattleman, died in a hospital at Silver mation of a detailed character, it is
Libby, MWeill & Libby, Chicago
Rome May 24 from the Italian front to City.
understood here that Mexico's real
participate In the patriotic celebration
A big "round up" will be held In grievance against Cuba Is tho recent
of Italy's entrance Into the war. He
Magdalena
some time the first part incident in which the Mexican miniswas given a magnificent welcome by
ter to Argentina, ScCor Ysldro Fabela,
Not Experienced.
Quick Action.
August.
thousands of school boys, who cheered of
delayed in Havana while some
Is a. war bride."
was
"Our
hostess
.Tack (gallantly) Betty, dear, anyan
filed
has
saloonman
A
Fé
Santa
and waved flags.
customs
Cuban
soon as I tasted hei
ostensibly
as
a
knew
official,
"I
it
goes.
sny
thing
you
that
closing
6
The admiralty official statement action to enjoin the o'clock
inspector, searched his baggage and
war bread."
Betty (quickly) Jack I
of
saloons.
gives the losses to British, allied and
probably removed some papers, said
Misses Bertha Thomas and Alice to be of an International character.
neutral merchant tonnage due to enemy action and marine risk in April Morris of House captured an Ameri
This incident li believed here to be
as follows: British, 220,709 tons; al- can eagle.
the real cause of the break, and those
Mar
lied and neutral, 84,393; total, 305,102.
of
daughter
J. B.
The
who entertain this bellof are firm In
Clearances In and out of ports, 7,040,-30- row, of Dawson, hanged herself in a the conviction t'ar.t Mexico was congross tons.
trapeze swing.
vinced that the United States was rei
"For the Germans, as well as for us,
Over 8,000 head of cattle have been sponsible for the incident.
the next few weeks will be a race be- shipped from Otero county during the
When Sefior Fabela'a luggage was
tween Hlndenburg and President Wil- past two months.
"
searched it was maintained by some
'
son," said Mr. Lloyd George in an adt'l
Venus is the first town to receive that the person who did it was not a
ri
dress at Edinburgh. "The Germans authority from the governor to oran Cuban official at all, but some other
are straining every muscle to reach ize a home guard.
inagent in the disguise of a Cuban
the goal first, on the eve of American
Fire, said to have originated from a spector or gendarme. Later, however,
help becoming available for the alcarelessly dropped cigarette, did $50 It seemed to have been satisfactorily
lies."
established that the man really was a
000 damage at Watrous.
One million of the 3,100,000 Russian
I. TruJIllo, of Logan, is the first Cuban inspector.
Juan
war prisoners held in Germany an J boy
A break between Cuba and Mexico,
from Union county to be wounded
Austria-Hungarare total InvalIt is felt, disrupts practically nothing
severely In battle In France.
ids.
In Germany there are
friendly relation.
Two more prisoners Manuel Alva but ft
1,200,-00In
Austria
and
escaped
Copley
rez
have
Ernest
and
Half of the invalids are tuberLondon, May 27. A German sub
cular, most of them in the last stages from the Deming road camp.
of the cruiser type was sunk
marine
department
government
food
The
of that plague. Many of the remainMay
the latitude of Cape St. Vin11
in
der are suffering from other serious wants all of the 1917 crop of pinto
cent by a British Atlantic escort subcontagious diseases,
beans marketed by June 1.
marine. The admiralty official anA million-dolla- r
sale of timber lands nouncement says: "One of our Atlan
The American dead, sleeping in the
counties tic escort submarines returning to its
soil of France, will receive the homage in McKinley and Valencia
of the American army on Memorial will be held at Los Lunas, Aug. 6.
base, reports that on May 11 in the
day. Many of those who have given
E. W. Brown was burned to a crisp latitude of Cape St. Vincent, while
their lives for their country ao bur- when lightning struck him and set his proceeding to meet a convoy, she
ied in graves over which shells and auto on fire, when near his ranch at sighted and sank a German subma
bullets are flying elope to where they Carrizozo.
rine of the scout cruiser type. A
fell. But wherever they are resting,
The second mysterious fire in three heavy sea was running at the time
their comrades will bear them In mind days at Camp Cody did about $300 There were no survivors."
and pay tribute to their memory.
damage at the 109th field signal battalion exchange.
No signs are observable, according
SPORT
Uve Weight 1200 pounds
Twilight baseball was given a trial
The Colorado to Gulf highway in to correspondents at the front, of the
beginIn the American Association,
Union county will be graded nnd put enemy's intentions as to the time and
ning at Minneapolis, President Hick-eIn first-clas- s
shape for the tourists place of the delivery of bis expected
stroke. The military activity, indeed,
The game was started during the summer.
announced.
for some days
at 6:45 o'clock.
Otero county Is to have one of the seems less marked than
The first game of professional base- largest fruit crops In history this cea past, while the aviators have been
ball ever played in Boston on Sunday son, and steps are being taken to get obliged to let down in their intense
labors by the advent of less favorable
was held In Fenway park between the this fruit on the market.
weather. It seems not improbable,
Chicago American champions and the
Fort Bayard, near Silver City, wlil however, that the magnificent work
Boston Red Sox.
soon have a new $7i,000 hospital, of the allied airmen has had much to
iiw
Tommy Gibbons, mlldleweight box- which will be a Red Cross military
iifi
do with the Blowness of the enemy in
er, announced at St. Paul, Minn., that sanatorium for tuberculosis patients.
in
putting his offensive machine
he has accepted an offer from the diThe second largest fire in the his- working order again. They have es
rector general of army recreation and tory of Roswell occurred when the en- tablished themselves as masters of the
Dressed Weight 672 pounds of Beef
Is awaiting assignment as a boxing In- tire stock and buildings of the Rossituation to such an extent that the
structor.
well Lumber Company and two resi- Germans have been forced for the
dences adjoining were wiped out by most part to keep well back of their
GENERAL
own lines.
Secretary of War Baker announced fire.
The allied aviators, on the other
in an address in New York May 24, in
Mrs. C. E. Delano, who lives north
Swift & Company buys
celebration of Italy day, that American of Clovls, was held under a $5,000 band, have been able to carry out
infantry, machine gun units and artil bond for remarks alleged to be derog- photographic observations and bomb
steer weighing 1200 pounds,
lery would soon be fighting shoulder atory to the Red Cross, and because ing work on a large scale for long
In
enemy's
only
the
distances
rear
about 672 pounds goes
terri
to shoulder with the Italians on their she claimed to be a friend of the
tory.
'
Kaiser.
front. '
market
beef;
528
In the aerial activity the American
The Increase in value of property
The condition of Charles W.
pounds
consists of hide, fats,
airmen are taking an increasing part,
who is ill at his home in In- subject to taxation In New Mexico
and it now develops that In the Toul
otljer
dianapolis, Ind., was considered more has been over $28,000,000 in 1917 ver sector
waste.
held by the American army an
satisfactory May 23 by the attending 1916. The total valuation for 1917 Is
exclusively American pursuit squadron
When the packer pays 15 cents a
$368,602,025..
physicians.
la operating with marked success.
Is
pound
a considerable demand for
There
for a steer, he sells the meat to
American troops are now taking "a
The, Rotterdam Maasbode reports
magnificent part in the great battle on houses in Kingston, every little shack that an entente allied air raid has
the retailer for about 24 cents. But
the western front," Prince Arthur of being taken, but owing to the high been carried out over Liege.
the packer gets only about 6 cents a
The
Connaught declared upon his arrival cost of materials no new building has Longdoz
railway station was de
pound
for the other 528 pounds.
attempted,
been
port
Japan.
route
en
to
at an Atlantic
stroyed and twenty-sipersons were
of
Lulu
L,
Mrs.
estate
The
Catron,
killed.
.
summer
Shadow Lawn, former
home
This means that the packer gets
Increased activity was developed
of President Wilson at Sea Girt, N. J. the late wife of John W. Catron, son
16 cents a pound for all the
about
has been sold for nearly $1,000,000 to of former Senator Thomas B. Catron Saturday night by the German artilbeen
appraised
at
has
Santa
of
Fé,
from a steer for which he
products
lery
in sectors east and northeast of
Hubert T. Parson, treasurer and gen
15 cents.
pays
eral manager of the F. W. Woolworth $505,000 and the Inheritance tax fixed Amiens, as well as on the westerly
side of Lys salient in Flanders, the
company, it waa learned in New York. at $18,000 In California.
encouraging
Charged
with
war office reported. British raiding
Anastacio
The difference of 1 cent per pound
GerMackensen,"
of
storm
"The
covers the cost of dressing, preparation
many's third and perhaps final great Romero of Clovis to evade the draft, parties took numerous prisoners and
drive on the western front, will be Frank C. Blumleln, former captain in several machine guns in raids.
of
freight on beef to all
launched about June 1, according to the New Mexican National Guard, was
parts
of
the
United
States, operation of
in
guilty
at
found
Court
the
Federal
Hlndenburg's
Is
Condition
Critical.
the prediction of Gen. W. A. Bridges,
distributing houses, and leaves a net
Geneva, Switzerland, May 27. Field
chief of the British military mission Santa Fé of violating the espionage
act on two counts.
Marshal von Hlndenburg, chief of the
profit of only about
at Washington.
of a cent per
dispatch
Albuquerque
An
states
German
staff, is in a hospital at
that
1,000,000
by
articles made
More than
pound
all
on
dressed
beef
sold.
the church at the pueblo of Sandia, Strassburg suffering from typhoid fethe Red Cross in Colorado, Utah, New
by Spanish padres, was looted ver, according to reports from that
built
Large volume ofbusiness and utilizaMexico and Wyoming, were shipped
and two silver chalices of Spanish city. These advices state that the redirect to France for General Persh- workmanship were
tion
of parts that were formerly wasted,
taken. The chal- port of Von Hlndenburg's death is ining's boys from the Mountain division
this achievement possible.
make
to
yean
brought
300
ices
correct,
were
Sandia
but that his condition is critwarehouse in Denver a few days ago. ago by
Franciscan
fathers.
ical
The goods filled six cars.
Grant county of all of New Mexico's
Knud Rasmussen, the Danish explor 28
Rail Wage Raises Announced.
counties beads the list on assessed
Year Book of interesting and
er, according to a London Exchange
value for 1917 with over $40,000,000
Washington.
General pay increases
Instructive
Telegraph dispatch from Copenhagen, which
facts sent on request
Is over four times that of Santa
has reached Longs Firth with his Arc- Fe county. Grant county also appears for nearly 2,000,000 railroad employés
Address
Swift & Company,
tic expedition, and has charted all the as the richest county in the output ol were announced by Director General
Stock
Union
Yards,
Chicago, Illinois
McAdoo,
Saturday,
effective
L
June
firths of northern Greenland. Import- mines, which is nearly $14,000,000.
and retroactive to last Jan. 1, carrying
ant scientific results, the explorer
Samuel L. Hllliard of Kansas City, out substantially the recommendations
says, have been attained. Rasmussen
and his second Thule expedition left Mo., a traveling man, was Instantly of the railroad wage commission. The
killed In Tijeras cañón, eighteen miles aggregate of the Increases probably
Denmark in April, 1916.
east of Albuquerque In the Sandia will be more than $300,000,000 a year,
The Rev. Antoinette Brown Black- mountains, when the automobile in half of which will be distributed withwell, America's first woman preacher,
which he was riding rolled duwn a in a few weeks as back pay in lump
who was ordained more than fifty
seven-foo- t
embankment, plnnicg
sums ranging from about $100 to near
years ago, celebrated her ninety-thirunderneath, breaking his neck.
ly $200 each.
birthday at Elizabeth, N. J.
e
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WASHINGTON
From Teheren, Persia, where the
people are starving, stricken with typhus and typhoid, a cablegram asking
for aid has come to Secretary Lansing.

Sinking of the British armed merchant cruiser Moldavia, with a probable loss of fifty-siAmerican soldiers,
was announced in a cablegram from
the British admiralty to the War Department.
The Senate military committee
unanimously went on record in favor
of large expansion of the American
army. It ordered a favorable report
on a resolution by Senator Reed of
Missouri declaring for an increase of
x

3,000,000

men.

Another move toward full utilization of the country's manpower was
made when Secretary Baker sent to
Congress the draft of a bill proposing
to raise the maximum age .for voluntary enlistment in the army from 40
to 65 years. All men more than 40 so
enlisted would be assigned to noncora-bataservice.
Native Americans were called upon
by President Wilson to Join with the
foreign-borof the United States in
celebrating on the Fourth of July this
year the birth of a new and greater
pplrlt of democracy.
,
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Mr. Bllnklnton's Great Scheme Would
Make World a "Thing of Beauty

and a Joy Forever."

'if
V

"I have

long meditated," said Mr.
Bllnklnton, "a plan for canning, bottling or otherwise storing good humor,

c
1

tJ.'u-;'-,- .

high spirits, cheerfulness.
t1'
,
"We say of some chap we know that
i
he fairly bubbles over with good ha
(i
mor. In fact I find myself as a rule
7
In that happy condition.
Just to be
alive is a joy to me. I am likely most
any time to find myself humming a
4U
tune or whistling softly, Just overflowing with cheerfulness, good spirits,
good humor. So with me as a rule;
rt"; 1
but
J:
"There are times even with me when
,."'A
i'.
'
I don't feel that way at all; when
things look far from rosy; Indeed I
fancy there are very few people, however cheerful they may be constitutionally, who do not 'eel blue occasionally; and what I would like to do
would be to be able In some way to
store up some of my excess cheerful-nes- s
so that I could keep a stock of it
by me, and thus be able when I needed
it to open up a can or bottle of same
1. One of the Aniertcun heavy hourltscer
In I niiice being loaded for action. 2. Illveters In the federal
to uplift me and tide me over to my
day. 2. Caiwdlai
at Kearney, N. J., trying to beat Hie Kngllsh record of 8,003 rivets In a nine-homore commonly accustomed state of
making an emergency telephone post out of a wrecked tree.
natural cheerfulness.
"We could use it not only to help
ourselves over periods of depression,
and France, but on the other hand he The allied air mea carried out numerbut we could use It also to help other NEWS REVIEW OF
has causptl Holland to be notified that ous bombing raids over German towns,
people.
If it wants the remainder of the grain besides dropping many tons of ex"Ton take the grouchy man in the
promised It by America it must send plosives on the enemy's military estaboffice who makes everybody around
for It at once. The Neth- lishments.
THE PAST WEEK Dutch ships
hlrn uncomfortable. Now, suppose thai
government
hail prohibited
erlands
The Germans made a great air raid
when he came into the office in the
the depart nre of Dutch vessels from on London, killing 44 persons and losmorning and began to spread hit
Its ports, where more than 4tJU,000 tons ing five of their planes, and attempted
gloom Just suppose I could pull out
of shipping are lying Idle. The grain two raids on Paris with little success.
America's
In
Great
the
Record
a drawer in my desk and reach in and
rations promised to Norway are going More satisfactory to the Hun mind
uncork a bottle and liberate a spirit
Raising and Sending of
forward, in Norwegian bottoms.
were the results of some air raids on
that would permeate the air, that
British hospitals behind the lines, for
would charge the atmosphere with a
Troops Is Revealed.
Tike food situation In France has several hundred sick and wounded solcheerfulness so potent that it would
Improved so much that the end of the diers were killed and injured, and
fairly change the grouchy man into a
regime of restrictions Is In sight, and among the vletinis were several womman of good humor I
"My goodness ! When I think of the CROWDER KITS AT LOAFERS the threft. meatless days a week, only en nurses who would' not desert their
recently Instituted, have given such ex- wards. .The commander of the squadbenefit that that use of It would be to
cellent results that the measure will ron of Gothas that made this characthe world at large I feel I must not
fall to find a way. In fact I now think Every Registered Man Mutt Fight or he of short duration. Many of the teristically brutal attack wns brought
older French soldiers will be released down and captured and declared he did
I can safely promise that Bllnklnton's
AlEngage In Useful Occupation
for farm work as the American troops not see the Red Cross signs on the hosCondensed Good Humor, either in can
lies Strike at Reorganizing.
pitals, though they were plainly visible.
arrive In greater numbers,
or in bottle form, will be found In the
German Armies Brittn sharp contrast with this Is the
market In the
future."
ish Arreit Plotting
condition exintlug In Germany and AusAustria's renewed drive- against Italy
Sinn Felnert.
tria, where the people are reliably re- did' not develop last week,, but reports
Rationing Leads to Fads.
ported to be on the verge of starvation from Vienna snld Austria had ceased
The bread-ticke- t
decree, Just like th
By EDWARD W. PIQKARD.
and of consequent rebellion.. Wash- nil military operations In the east on
rule prohibiting the serving of sugnr
'
In cafes and restaurants, has reMnety thousand American troops ington Is Informed tttat even with the Muy 20 In order to concentrate her
sulted in the contrivance of numer- landed In France In the first ten days reduced ration planned for June 15 forces on the Italian front, so It Is likeous fads, writes a Paris correspondent ef Mny; a million men to be on the Germany will not hnve enough food t ly the offensive will he started there
through to the next harvest. The very soon. The allies have Utile foar
One man Is known to have become other side ht a year from the time the
rich In one month by momifacturlng first were sent across the Atlantic; a Berliner Tageblart says horse meat of the- result.
a handy receptacle for the carrying of grand total of 2,038,222 In active serv-- '' and dbg meat are being used by the
four lumps of sugar. Thousands of tee or In training, to be Increased to poorer classes In Saxony, and the
The Germans captured' the dry of
Parisians bought the little boxes and 4,000,000 or 5,000,000 before the end price lias gone upi
Abo In Finland and1 also oceupfed
carried their own sugar with them to of the next fiscal year; Such Is the . The war prisoners of Germany of BJorko, an
Island In the Gulf of Finthe cafe.
proud record of the war department course are the greatest sufTerers. The land 80' miles from Petrograd. Tn Kiev,
Now the rage is pocket scissors. and Its plnns for the near future as first contingent of Russian prisoners,
capital of the Ukraine, there was heavy
Bread tickets are issued on a single stated to the house of representatives 1,500' tn number, to be exchanged un- fighting betweenthe forces of
card, each day's ration being marked by Mr. Caldwell of the military affairs der the recent agreement, has Just
the new Ukrainian dictator,
out In a
square, dated and committee. The committee unanimous- reached Petrograd' and they are de- and troops that
remained faithful
stamped with the quantity. The re- ly approved the $11,000,000,000 army scribed as "veritable walking dead
rada. In Baku, on the Caspian,
sult has been confusion In the restau- appropriation bill and' It was reported men."
which was previously reported captur'
rants when the waiter demands the to the house. .
As was predicted' In this review-week- ed by the Russians, (He
bolshevlkl and
ago, the food' supply to be obticket. A man Introduced a handy
Jlr. Caldwell added': "The potential
Mussulmans' fought long and bitterly.
jmlr of scissors, and nw everybody Is man power of America', for a seven tained from the Ukraine, of which the More thnn 2;00O were
killed and much
s
buying scissors. Even the
year war, may be conservatively esti- German- government boasted so much; of the city was burned. The- food sitJewelers of the Rue de la Pali have mated at 20,000;000 fighting men of In. advance, has proved so small as to uation in Russia' was reported to- be
Joined the competition with expensive recognized military age this out of a be almost inconsequential. And
growing steadily worse except I Mosmodels in "de luxe bread ticket cut- population of 12"),000,000:'"
treacherous treatment of that cow. Petrograd Is now entirely withters."
Continually t harassed by the artil- - country greatly aggravates the situa- out bread;
proing record with that of Great Britain, tion there, for- the people do not
Copenhagen dispatches say that Genraise- crops- only to be robbedi
Try This en the Judge.
he said': "We began with less, went pose to
Mannerhelm, commander In- chief
eral
Automobile speeders, caught to the
further, and' arrived! with' more in oftllemt
Finnish white guaní, ha rethe
of
Is
act and haled to court, certainly make shorter time."
signed because he was ordered te Inthe most magnificent liars. Every one
Continually harrassed by the artiK vade the Russian province
The army bill was so amended that
of Karelia.
of thera invents Dew exeuses, which President Wilson is glvea unlimited lery and air force of the allies, the
'
actunlly smashes some
trawere
laborGerman
still
commanders
power to- call! drafted' men- to the colDeclaring that It hnd discovered an
dition. Can you imagine a man who ors.
ing heavily lust week to complete the
had stepped on the gas until it regisreorganization' of their armies on the extensive and dangerous
plot it Ireland, the British- girernment
tered 40 declaring that he did It for
As a step- toward realizing the gov-- - west front for the resumption of
descended upon the Sinn Feti suddenone purpose only, and that was to hur- ernment'S expectations in the matter
So great was the task and
ry to his mother-in-law'- s
home? Court of man power; Provost Marshal Genthe Interruptions that com- ly and arrested several hundred memattendants and spectators who heard eral Crowd'er on Thursday Issued' a petent observers believed the offensive bers of that party, Including Its presithis unmarrled-mnn-lik- e
admission, drastic amendment to the selective' could not be begun again before the dent, Professor de Valera, and pracgripped the railing to keep, front fall- service Regulations, which will com- middle of June; Meanwhile General tically all the elher leaders. The coup
ing. "That may sound funny, your pel1 every man of draft age to either FOch and his
Instead1 of raised a storm In Ireland ami even the
honor," explained the speeder, "but It fight or work after July 1. Idlers and watting quietly to be attacked, took nationalists, though disclaiming ' any
sympathy with the revolutionary alms
every opportunity to Improve
is true." And then he proceeded to all engaged' in.
occupations
make a second admission only slightly will be called' In by draft boards and'
with the result that their lines of the Sinn Felners, declared the
action was not sincere and
less startling than the first. "I helped given their- choice of Joining the col- grew stronger dally. First the Britmy wife dry the drshes. and that's ors or finding some useful occupatloni
ish and then tfce French, always aided was taken te- cloud the home rule and
conscription
situation. The Irish obmaterially by the Americans, struck
what delayed me." Of course, the Among those affected by the order
jectors to the draft seem to rely greatIn- local operations so eatenslve
hard
magistrate laughed right out, said
and' race track attendants;
ly on public opinion In the United
something about ldeat state f do- baseball players ani other professional' that li previous wars they would
er
as battles. The Anzaes start- States, and over here there Is a tenmesticity and permitted the
sportsmen,1 waiters and bartenders,
dency to-- suspend Judgment concerning
to get away with it. He was theater, ushers, passenger elevator- op- ed off the week by recapturing
the Sinn- Fein arrests' until, the British
oa
losses
heavy
inflicting
go
speed
no more
and
told to
erators .and: ether attendants of clubs
made- - one government adduces Its proof of a plot
Huns.
Pollus
Next
the
the
In
domestics
clerks
and
and hotels,
It Is said the existence of the' plot
of their whirlwind attacks- on a 4.JXHV
WasXealthful Winter.
stores. "
was known for weeks by American
region,Locre
near
In
the
yard
front
Now that it is passed the wfoter
In applying the rule deferred' classisecret agents and that such notorious
which we had slapping us tn the face fication on account of dependents will Kemmel, taking a considerable' humber
Irishmen In America as Jeremiah
objectives
holding
the
prisoners
and
ef
be
coming
many
to
months
for
is
be utterly disregarded, and local boards
O'Leary now missing were concerndeStudied. The scientists are after it, inay take action whether they have gained, which strengthened their
ed In It, It Is certain that ño pro GerScherpenberg,
positions
around
fensive
The original Jurisdiction of the registrant
and making their deductions.
man plotters In any of the allied oonn-trie- s
Mont Rouge' and Mont Nolr. O sucmedical people especially are looking or not.
will get any sympathy fro.m: the
pushed
were
Germans
days
ceeding
the
at It from the angle of health. The
It is believed In Washington that the back In other sectors, the allies always American government or the American
statistics point to the fact that It was "fight or work" plan will go a long
people.
a healthful winter. There was less of way tn solving the problem- of getting gaining ground of tactical Importance.
much
have
of
lost
seemed
to
The
Huns
sickness during the cold weather, and sufficient labor for the farms, the shipGeneral
McAdoo
Director
counterstartled
fighting
spirit
their
and
their
Immediately following it, than is usualyards and the munitions plants. Unthe country
week by summarily rely the case in the winter months. til the results of Its operation are attacks had little dash and bo success. moving fromlast
their positions all presiThe artillery firing on both sides InThere were fewer epidemics and not seen there will be no mere talk ef the
of
lñ órder to obtain
dents
railroads,
along
the
week
during
all,
the
creased
nearly so much sickness in general. conscription of labor.
more complete
In the run- especially
were
Germans
line.
The
scientists
statements
Gregory
the
followed
of
General
the
Attorney
If
nlng of the lines, and, Incidentally, to
gas
shells,
but
in
of
use
the
with
free
would
show
could be summed un they
up General Crowder's order with the
save about $20,000,000 a year In salthat while the winter caused a great statement that all who leave the coun- the American" sector northwest of Toult aries. Many other high rail officials
deal of suffering, dn to shortage of try to escape the draft will be prose- at least, they got more Minn tney gave, also have lost their Jobs because they
for the Yankee batteries fairly deluged
fuel and lack of transportation, it was cuted on their return.
the German positions and cantonments were doing little to earn their pay. It
-really a good winterand beneficial.
Is Mr. McAdoo's intention to appoint
inColumbus Dispatch.
That there will be enough ships to In the Gerechamp wood with gas,
a federal director of the roads In each
enon
the
punishment
flicting
severe
situameet the requirements of the
region, and some of the best of the
emy.
Flowers for Your Garden.
tion seems assured, for the shipyards
deposed presidents ' will' get ' these
The Americans carried out a number
Somebody has said that blue blos- are turning them out in steadily
places.
i
numbers. At Rutgers college of spirited patrol actions and raids In
soms are the highest type of the flowThe government also has taken over
enno
extensive
had
sector
tljelr
but
er realm; the commonest flowers, by last week Secretary Daniels snld that
the carrier business of the Pullman
the same token, being those in yellow before another summer we shall have gagements.
company, maklng'lta pnrt'óf the rail,
troops
of
carry
millions
to
enough
Fortunately
ships
the
hues.
way system.
The- company-- will be
bombing
operations
to
of
Fighting and
blue posies are not difficult to raise to France, and enough destroyers
paid
for
rental
.its .carrlpr industry
and masses of blue flowers are beau- see. them there In safety. "The em- the aviators were extraordinarily nu- based on the. three-yea- r
average earnMany
week.
exciting
last
be
merous
Germany"
"knows
and
added,
must
he
garden.
peror
there
But
of
tiful in the
'"
ings prior to'jiine'áO, 1917.
brought
were
sides
on
builds
both
machines
masses or the blue flowers do not show that when the United States
enough ships his end hns come, and down, but the Huns were by far the
up well against the green background.
Mrs Rose Pastor Stokes,
Among the noted
we are going to build enough ships." greater silffetes.
You will want plenty of delphlnlnum,
President Wilson has consented to air men lost was Major Rapul Lufbery, socialist, was. found, guilty of violatbachelor's buttons, blue Canterbury
bells, Inrkspur and some, heliotrope.
restore to the original number the the American, who Jumped from his ing the espionage act by a federal
White flowers may be grown in the fleet of steamers employed to carry blazing machine ahd was killed. Other court Jury in Kansas City, She had
eame border with good effect.
food to the ten million starving In- American aviators were . very active attacked the government as an ally of
.
Belgium and many of them gained new laurels. the profiteers.
habitants of
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RoSdslde Whers Weeds Arc Controlled by Frequent Mowing.

Well-Ke-

(Prepared by the United Statei Departgetting rid of bindweed, or wild morning-ment of Agriculture.)
glory.
Keep down the top growth of perWhere It is feasible to confine sheep,
ennial weeds in order to starve out the goats or hogs to very restricted areas

"

underground parts. This top growth
Is equivalent to the lungs of animals;
Any
without It they cannot Uve.
methods that successfully keep down
the top growth and at the same time
suit the farmer's convenience may be
used. Among the ways that may be
adopted for keeping down top growth
are the following: (1) Clean cultivation; (2) pasturing; (3) growing
smother crops y (4) frequent cutting
with a hand hoe, spud, or mower ; and
(5) smothering small patches with
building paper or other material.
Clean Cultivation. In most cases
cultivation will be relied upon to destroy perennials. The work may be
done either with or without a cultivated crop growing on the land. Many
farmers have eradicated perennial
weeds by giving thorough cultivation to
a crop. Cultivation is especially effective If the crop has been planted in
checkrows, so as to permit working in
two directions. The ordinary shovel
and tooth cultvators permit many weed
stems to slip through unharmed. It is
often best, therefore, to use cultivators
type.
of the sweep or weed-knifThese sweeps skim along under the
surface of the soil and cut off all
weed stems. On many of the modern
cultivators, sweeps 0 to 18 Inches wide
may be attached In place of the shov-

for one or more seasons, they will in
most cases completely kill perennial
weeds. Where it is not practicable
to graze sufficiently close to entirely
destroy perennials, the grazing still
greatly weakens the root system of
these plants, making it an easy task
to complete the destruction by cultivation.

Smother Crops. Thick stands and
vigorous growths of smother crops
may be depended on to keep down the
top growth of perennials. The most
commonly used smother crops are alfalfa, buckwheat, soy beans, millet,
sorghum and bur clover. Some weeds
are more susceptible to this treatment
than others. Bermuda grass may be
eradicated by a continuous succession
of smother crops. Alfalfa, where it
succeeds well, Is the most effective
smother crop, largely because It combines frequent clipping with the
smothering effect. It may be relied
upon to reduce greatly or even to erad-

icate entirely most perennials except
some of the grassy weeds. In the case
of smother crops, as with pasturing,
the principal value Is to weaken the
root systems of perennials, which facilitates the work of cultivation which
is to follow. '
Mowing or cutting. Cutting off repeatedly the tops of perennial weeds
els.
with a mower, scythe or other tool
No matter how thoroughly the tops may sometimos be used to advantage.
have been kept down during thef pe- This is of most use on pastures, roadriod of cultivation, most
sides and other uncultivated places. It
perennials will continue to send has been found that mowing twice a
up tops after cultivation stops. This year for two years will eradicate the
situation mny be met by frequent fern brake, one of the bad weeds of
chopplngs with a hoe. Hand hoeing pastures In New England and New
in such cases Is not as tedious as it York.
may seem, since most perennials do not
Smothering With Building Paper and
occupy the land solidly, but occur In Other Materials. Where perennial
patches. If the top growth is thus weeds occupy very limited areas it is
thoroughly kept down, one year Is usu- often practicable to prevent further
ally sufficient to eradicate even the spread by covering the Infested area
worst of our perennials. This plan is with building paper, taking care to lap
especially effective against Canada over and weight down the ends so as
thistle, bull nettle and bindweed, or to exclude all sunlight. Building pawild morning-glory- .
per suitable for this use normally may
Perennials may often be attacked ba obtained at from $2.23 to $4 per
most effectively by clean cultivation thousand square feet, or $07 to $172
without growing a cultivated crop; in per acre, depending on Its thickness.
other words, by a bare fallow. It is Manure, straw and other materials
seldom advisable to fallow for an en- are also employed for this purpose.
tire year, since this does not permit
the farmer to get any use of his land.
A better plan is to use, the land durPRODUCE WHAT YOU EAT
ing the early part of the season and to
Tallow it in the latter part. For inUnited State
stance, the land may be pastured until J (Prepared by the Agriculture.)
Department of
midsummer, or a crop of hay or small
Produce what you eat and eat
grain may be taken off before starting
you produce. Whether you
what
addithe
plan
has
the fallow. This
e
have a
lot or a
tional advantage of starting the work
fertile farm make if produce
pea
fallowing
at
by
of eradication
food. - With a garden well filled
riod when nearly all weeds are In their J with vegetables, you can great- - J
most susceptible stage. Under this 1
ly reduce the cost of living, en- - S
plan the work of fallowing should be
he best forms of
Wvegi
maj
I Jffy some of transportation
started as soon after
and
slble; the lotyl should be Pj,o,ff4 Bd a food, relieve
conserve other foods, such as
f
frequent
a
disked
of
then harrowed
wheat anj meat, which are need- lntervJs áurlng the remainder of tne"
ed for our soldiers. Having a
season o prevent top grówfli.
.
garaen is one way iui&b wuu T
bpst In falshafiow flowing
otnv
of "tiAma ran hpln win the
lowing for weed control, as this keeps
war.
tfie mass of weed roots at or near the
Farmers' Bulletin 937, recent- - J
surface, where they will be more eas- J
by the United
published
ly
falily dried out by the sun. II this
of agrlcul- department
States
perJ
of
many
kinds
done,
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directions
complete
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of
cloBe
by
the
died
ennials will have
garden and tells a
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free
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as may persist. Under this
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departmenti ati wnauiugiuu,
greater part of the work of eradication
I
C for a copy.
Is done expeditiously by large Implements and without the hindrance of
.
cultivated crops; furthermore, it is
lone at a time of the year when the WOOL DEMAND IS INCREASING
farmer is ordinarily not pressed with
sucother work. This method is quite
such
grasses,
Production In Peace Times Is Only
weedy
the
against
cessful
About 50 Per Cent or Amount
grass
and
Bermuda
grass,
fls Johnson
Used by Mills.
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Pasturing. Pasturing may often be
found of much help In keeping down
Sheep
the top growth of perennials. connecthis
in
importance
first
of
are
tion. They will browse upon almost
all kinds of weedy growths and fatten
under the process. In parts of the
beWest, when the pasture grasses
sheep
summer,
the
during
come brown
weeds,
will turn their attention to the
sight.
In
feed
green
only
the
are
which
of
This fact has been taken advantage
bindweed and the small- kllline
in
'
Goats are even
iovPd milkweed.
sheep, but the
than
more omnivorous
keep
regions where it is profitable to
some
.
nta are limited. Hogs are of
value in weed eradication, because
they will root for the underground
weeds. These animals
ra. at mrinv
!
..onA y o'-ueeu
i" irront nllvnntnfffl in
nave
--

--

(Prepared by the United Statee Depart
ment OS Agriculture.;
War has eiven the sheep and wool
industrv a stunendous task. The wool
produced In this country furnishes only
about 50 per cent of the amount used
here hv woolen mills In peace times;
the war has increased the demand for
wool, and of course accentuates our dependence upon supplies from foreign

countries. The war has further Increased the perplexity of the domestic
situation by. making unavailable certain supplies which exist In other parts
of the world. To equip 2,000,000 soldiers and clothe them for one year
would require the entire quantity of
wool grown annually In this country,
even If It were all suitable for military
use,
.
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I Personal Mention I Store Fuel Now

l.HÍ,

IRVIN OGDEN, SR.
CDITOP.

AN!

ITPIXSHFR

Yr

Subtciiptio
$1.50 Pr
matter
83 second-clas- s
postolfiee in Roy, New Mexico.

Entrreil

period of the war

The Secretary of War authorizes the following:- Withthe signing by President
Wilson of the bill and proclamaWednesday
tion designating
June 5, as the day on which all
men who have reached the age
of 21 since last June 5 shall
register for military service
Provost Marshal General Crow-der'- s
immediately Legan
for
the enrollment
preparations
of using the
Instead
of the men.
was done
machinery
as
election
last year Gen. Crowder will call
upon the local boards It is believed that their exrerenc3 during
the past year has peculiarly fitted
them to handle the new registration economically and efficiently.

As a matter of
Economy Patriotism,
with
and
Your Government.
Go-Operati-

Notice to Oar

Customers

F. W. Wer.dland is making
to keep one of his toys
o
Two
home
are already in the
at
All businesses requiring City
hopes
to have the
army
and
he
Deliveries have been asked by
younger
son
remain
at heme to
Federal Authorities to reduce
help
him
farm.
this item of expense to a minimum. Many stores have discontinued delivery service entirely.
'

jate means of self defense

by

farmers.

them before the delivery hour.

FLOERSIIEIM Merc. Co.
ROY TRADING Co.
WANTED -- Laborers on Reservoir Construction at Miami, near
Springer, N. M, Steady work,
Good wages.
J, R. Trimmer. Engineer,
Care Farmers Dcvelopement Co.

(O

For Sale a $33. Cornet good as
new for $10. also a surverorá out
fit, at a bargain,
Jack Mills, Roy N. M.

P.&O.

Baum Bro's.
LAND PLATS of ail kinds
Abstracts of U. S. Land
MAPS.
Office Records,

Prompt Attention
C.N. ROARK

Todatj

many have

Thing

delinquent, April
are many delin-auethere
and
1st
from last year. The law
wakes it your duty to go to the
Secretary of the School Board
nd pay your Poll Tax and all
whodo not by June 1st, 1918 will
find their account in the hands
of the Justice of the Peace where
they will pay it with costs

Distiict

3.

Ok,

Pastor

SERVICES ON SOLANO CIRCUIT

"3

11 A.
Kt Sunday at Mosqupro,
Bradley, 7.00 P.
3d

Bradley,

Sumhy.

2nd

4th Sundays

M.
M,

11 A.M.

Mosquero,

P.M.

7

at Liberty,

11 A.M.
Solano,. 3, P. M.
R. L, MATTHEW, Pastor,

BAPTIST
Abstractor

Tom. J. Taylor,

C. U. Stronjf, County Treasurer,

MORA ABSTRACT COMPANY

'First Sunday in each month.
Services 11, A. M., 7.30, P. M.
Rev. W. A. Dawn, Pastor.

Mora, New Mexico
CHRISTIAN

Complete Index to All Lands and Town Property in
Mora County.
Titles to Lands in the Mora Grant are being
straightened out and we are also prepared
to furnish Abstracts on these Lands.

tions. As soon as they are accept
ed we will give the names of the
corps of teachers for noxt year.
Tha matter of installing a
steam heating plant in the buiid-in- g
was taken up and will be
attempted if possible and other
plans for the betterment of the
School were discussed.

ROY

.

v

Services 2d Sunday of each
month at 11 a. m. 8,00 PM.
4th Sunday of each month at
11.00 a. m. and 8.00 p. m.
Communion service at the morning service.

(

N. M.

'
Every Wednesday
the trial followed. The first
trial resuited in a hung jury and
Evening
Visiting Brothers always welit was tried again Monday result
ing in a verdict for the plaintiff. come.
Notice of appeal was given. The
Chas. A. Peare, N. G.
case has cost now more than the J." E. Wildman, Sec'y.
animals and the note were both
worth and it was poor business 'car
Rebekah Degree
on both sides to invoke the ma
chinery of law which is always
HARMONY LODGE No. 24
Meets 1st. and 3rd. Friday
a losing game. It is the part of
wisdom to take the worst of it
Evening each month
and keep out whenever possible.
I. O. O. F. Hall

Mrs. J.N. Renfro, Prop'r.

Roy Garage

Harry Lammon and Wife were
Large, in fromKephart Monday in their
comfortable Rooms,
Ford. It is only a half idays trip
now instead of two days as before
Room
Service
Dining
First Class
with a team
Refurnished

and LIVERY

thruout,

:

Traiiscicnt Trade Solicited.

;

At Reasonable Rates.

RcpaJr

Gifstrap Bro's, Prop's

ROY,

Office and Exchange,
Connects with

LONG-DISTANC-

PHONE

E

Rural-Communi-

a't

ty

Treasurer and Collector for

eon-uecte-

ruiiLlU

SALE.

.ÍJ

There's only one REAL
the Country, Thats - -

Col. F. O. WHITE

His address is MILLS N.
.
You t can have,, SALE BILLS
printed and mak date at the.
0&ééV

h

NewMaxic.

V

OUT?
Aue-tioneer- in

d.

bpanish-America-

Mora County N. m

NEW-MEXIC-

Then you will have, a

Springer.

J. E. Gilstrap, Mgr.

C. II. Stronie

J. B. LUSK

? SELLING

ROY,, N. M.

Solano, Mosquero, Mills, Abbott, Taylor Springs
and Intermediate poiuts.
Lines
Roy City Exchange, v
Efficient Service- -

tion and avoid the advertising
expense.

Visiting Sisters welcome

ROY

I

New Mex.

Miss Lillian Griner. N. G.
Mrs.Grace V. Ogden Secy.

Prompt and Careful Attention
Given all Business Entrusted
to me .

Roy Telephone Co.

WorkSSrfc

.

Attorney at Law

Cars Housed and Cared for

a

thisvour prompt atten

at Mills
a m and 7:30 p m

11

V

THE UNIVERSAL CAtl

Last Half of Taxes Due
Now time for you to pay your
?ast half of your 1917 taxes. If
rr-nnt TVlid hv June first
be advertised and your
will
(hey
property sold lor tne amount vi
taxes and penalty due.

j

ROY,

This mean? exactly what it
'
govern yourself
sayiT please
accordingly.
Koy School

at Roy Christian

11am and 7:30 p m

2nd and 4th Sunday

Phone 19,
Where a $ does its Duty.

Southwestern Hotel

nt

No-3-

3rd Sunday
Church

Land-Seeker-

failed to

L. SWAIN, Sec'y,

ROY and MILLS CIRCUIT
Regular Services as follows:
1st Sunday at Newton School
11 a m and 7:30 p m.

Dorado Hotel

their Poll Tax. This tax

J.

Methodist Episcopal Church

The Roy Garage having
been taken over by C. B.
WE HAVE A REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE DEPARTMENT
Stubblefield Co., it becomes El
Al Matters entrusted to us dispatched with Promptness and Accuroy
Your Husins Uespeetiully Solicited
Under new Management
necessary to collect all outProprietor.
Chapman,
standing accounts.
Those Charles
PLEASANT VIEW
indebted to the Garage since E. Las Vegas, N.M.
Sunday each Month at 3,
First
Feb. 22d, please call at the Steam Heated,
Frank Sphultz the Ice Man,
Free Baths,
A lawsuit of unusual interest p.m.
Bank and make settlement.
Hot and Cold Water in Rooms announces that he' will sell ice on was tiied in Judge Foster's
MILLS
Saturday Afternoons to farmers Court Saturday. J. W. Robison
F. S. BROWN.
A quiet, homelike Hotel
Sunday
3rd
at 11.00 a. m. 8PM.
and others for Sunday use. was sued on a note given for &
one block from the
O. W. Hearn, Pastor.
Other days ice will be sold only mare purchased at Miss Myers'
Depot, in the
M.
9
A.
6
to
hours
atregnlar
Main Business District
sale last year. He refused to
Old
s
Tourists and
pay the note on the grounds that
LODGE DIRECTORY
Will find this the right place.
Board
met
Roy
School
The,
the mare was represented as to
In the Jewlry, Watch, or
Monday evening in regular ses bring a mule colt. The colt
Clock Line,
JACK P. MILLS
sion and discussed plans for the turned out to be no hybrid and
U. S. Commissioner
. I. O. O. F.
Repoired and Guaranteed by
coming year. They considered he charged
misrepresentation
'
all
number
and
large
applications
Filings,
a
Proofs
of
to
offered
and
HOMESTEAD LODGE 46
return the mare
F. A. SARGENT, Jeweler.
land matters.1
of teachers and made some selec- and colt. This was refused and
Meets at its own Hall
ROY, New Mex.

PAY YOUR POLL TAX
pay

Felix Vachon,
Priest in charge,

FARM MACHINERY

of Mills came
from the
Also Surveys and Plats.
Truck
Ford
and got the
will
He
week.
Roy Garage last
Prompt Attention
See my stock on display in the
Office at Solan. New Nexico.
use it to get oil to his tractors window next to the Postoffice.
plowing out on the tract. It 3 a
wagon with worm drive.
Mr. McCarger

Rev. Fr.

R,0 Berts & uiver

Clayton New Mex.

Any

rvv4,

Masses: 8 and 10 a ra.
Service at 7 3(Tp.m.

W. C. Heaton,

s-

prevent the necessity for despá

CATHOLIC
each month 2d and
twice
Mass
Sundays
4th.
at the Catholic
Roy, N. M.
Church.

SEE US NOW ABOUT YOUR
WINTER'S SUPPLY

Avery Tractor

fill

on

i

After June 1st 1J18, we
FOR SALE
will make only two daily
One, 10, A. M. arid At a Bargain! Terms to
Dr. Murdoch the Springer
Suit Purchaser,
Dentist will be in Roy JUNE the other at 4, P. M.
A Car Load of
3 to 8 See him abcut your
Please let us have your orders
teeth as soon as he arrives. for Groceries in plenty of time to

We are in receipt of a letter
from a farmer near Roy asking
if the law as published recently
in regard to cattle running at
large on the range from April to
October was really the law and
could be enforced.
This law is in the statutes'and
was passed later than any of the
laws with which it conflicts. It
lias the merit of being the near
est just and right ret ween rmu
and man of any stock law ever
passed in New Mexico. If it were
to be observed by all men who
have cattle it would prevent a
lot of troble and made the victim
of his neighbors cattle and the
law might be more easily enforc
cod. Obeying
this law would

Y. P. S. C. E.
Myra Ol Defines, President
Miss Lillian Grinkh, Sec'y.
Meets, at the Christian Church,
Roy,, N. M every Sunday even
inr at 7 o'clock.
A eordial.welcome extended to
all visitors.

Winter will surely
come again and You
will be warm and not
interfere with the Government's Supply,

A

Office

Your

Christian Onurcn.
presence isnocesaary.

at

Bud

C

This Diocr has enlisted
with the government in the
cause of America for the

.

F,.E IVEYSupti

Farmer died at his home
in Springer last Tuesday. He has
been in failing health for a long
time and death ended a long
period of suffering.
Bud was long a citizen of Roy
T. D. Vargas,
and was a unique charater in the
history of this part of New Mexico. He had many really good
C. L. Justice, cashier of the traits which will long be rememRoy Trust and Savings Bank bered by those who knew Kim.
took his wife and little son in
the new Ford he recently purFOR SALE;-16- 0
acres in Kan
chased from the Roy Garage and
sas Valley bottom. Will sell to
started Sunday on a trip back highest bidder.
Want quick re
to his parental home in Kansas
suits. Write,
for a vacation visit of two weeks
Vincent S. Bushkevitz,
They chose a good time to go
Lemot, III
and left their farm and stock in
the care of friends. Mrs. Ed
TheS-is still a "One Man
Smith is assisting Chester Scott,
Shop"
man is getting all
but
the
in
the conduct
the efficient clerk,
coming
him in the wsy
to
thats
of the bank during his absence.
of work. A printer will soon e
a necessity if business keeps up.

Drown team mare
yrs old branded "Flying H"
right hip Hore 10 yrs old brand- inverted A on hip. '
$5.00 reward for their return
to me at Roy ,
Strayed:-- -

at the

UNION SUNDAY SCHOOL" 1
Meets each Sunday at' 10, A-- M.

'

í Róy.

THF SPANISH. AMERICAN.

r

,.

Public Sale
I will offer

MULE SHOE

at Public Auction on

"

The Street in ROY,

Gravity Scheme Invented by
ers of Tennesses.

WASTE

At 1.30 O'clock, P. M. Hoover ,Time

Sat

I"11HA 1

7yr-ol- d,

QÍ
1

7,

v

THINK

'In

IT

if.MÁfcmn1

OVER

YOU ARE WASTING MONEY EVERY WEEK IN SOME
TRIVIAL WAY, THAT IF IT WERE PUT IN THE BANK WOULD
SOON MAKE A VERY CREDITABLE SUM.

IF THAT SUM WERE LEFT IN THE BANK AND ADDED
TO, IT WOULD GROW TO BE A FORTUNE, IF YOU LIVE,
BUT, IF YOU SHOULD DIE YOU WOULD NOT LEAVE HELP
LESS LITTLE ONES BEHIND.
WE ADD

d,

PERCENT INTEREST ANNUALLY.

i

counter-movemen-

1

COME TO OUR BANK,

Roy Trust& Savings Bank

s,

months will be given on all sums over $10.

Purchaser giving bankable note or approved Security, without interest if paid when due. If not paid when due, to bear
ii terest at the rate of 12 percent from date of sale until paid
1C percent discount for cash on sums over $10.00. Sums under $10.00 Cash in hand. No property to be removed until
settled for

Worley

e

Col. F. O. WHITE, Mills, N. M., Auctioneer,

Leo Wagner,

,
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
.!
Department of the Interior.
M.
N.
V. S. Land Office at Clayton,
department of the Interior, U. S. Land
May G 1918"
Office at Clayton, New Mexico ',
Notice is hereby given that
May
Galo G. Kidd of Roy New Mexico
Notice is hereby given that
ho, on January, 21st 1914 made Robert J. Herrón of Roy New Mexico
Homestead Entry No. 017391 for who on May 2fith 1915, made H E no
20 N. R 27 E 020179 for KJ NE1 Section 15 Township
4 Section
Lots
Section 1 Township 21 N Ran? 26 E
Lots
N. M. i N. M. P. M., ha3 filed notice of inten26 E.
20 N,
Range
tion to make three year proof, to esM., has filed notice of intention to
tablish claim to the land above deestablish
to
f,
make three
scribed
before F H Foster, U. S.
beclaim to the land above described,
Commissioner at Roy New Mexico on
Commission
cr
H.
U.S.
Foster
fore F.
July 5 1918
jit Roy, New Mexico, on July
Claimant names as witnesses:
13. C. Jordan
Tomas Manzanars
Claimant names' a3 witnesses:
Blankenship
Thomas
EJ II Roy,
1).
Kirby
Orin
Hall
G.
All of Roy .New Mexico
Neis L Benson
C H Hand
PAZ VALVERDE, Register.
Ail of Roy New Mexico,
,

6--

year-proo-

Clerk,

Register.

PAZ VALVERDE,

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

Nira Nutter of the Dawson Schools came home this week
.for a short visit at the parental
J. N. Nutter home She will attend summer school at N. M.
State University at Albuquerque
and 'will visit her sister Miss
Shirley Nutter while there.
Miss Nutter has made for herself an enviable reputation as a
teacher in the several years she
been in the Dawson schools.
Miss

One of those unfortunate things
which It would have been Interesting
to see, as long as It had to happen any-- ;
way, muses the Ohio Slate Journal,;
Is reported by the Gnlllpnlls Journal.
Devise Mountain
Toboggan
which relate In its graphic ami grlp-- i
Which Takes Them to Shaft
ping wny what recently happened toi
Openings In a Hurry.
Mr. Carlton Stone, described by the
Journal, which, of course, knows hiroj
A queer gravity rullrond scheme Is 'well, as the handsome and debonnaIr
In use among the miners In the Iamnn grocer of Gnlllpolis.
Mr. Ftone, it seems, under stress ofi
district of Tennessee,
far from the
town of South Pittsburg. The region grout and repeated provocation, hod
lias, by the way, more different kinds been led to say some rather sharp J
of means of transportation than any things concerning tho general liar- Dther In the world. The range is from neter tnd the unpleasant habits of thei
the steeply inclined cable road that huge rats which Infest his emporium,
runs up Lookout mountain, not so and one of their number, a gaunt,
many miles away, to the Idea that the gruy, wiry fellow, at lust was unaniminers evolved for themselves after mously selected to essay reprisals.
watching section bosses uso gravity This our rodent did by lurklug and
cars for coasting down the mountains. prowling about, awaiting his opportuTho mlnesv nestle In a valley at the nity, and, when In his best judgment
it nad come, by making a sudden sortie
foot of a series of hills, and the rail
road track winds its tortuous wnyj and surprising our unconscious grocer
ironi me mino openings up to tne by darting with marvelous celerity up '
heights that lend to the outside world. Mr. Stone's elongated but shopely
Many of the. miners live In the set- limb, to employ tho Journal's refined
tlements on tho hills, and It la a long but clear language.
Tho verve and dash of the wholly
way to tho shaft openings. One diiy
some bright genius discovered that n unexpected attack nil but robbed our
mule shoe would fit over the top of hero of his usual calm presence of
the
that marked the course or mind for the moment, but as the as- .
sailing party passed the knee sector,
the railroad.
It was but an inventive Rtep to at- Mr. Stone, realizing that something
tach the shoe to a short board and must be done, and done quickly, recovthen slip the mountain mil sled over ered his customary poise, formulated'
the track, says an exchange. Then nil his plan of attack and soon wasen- corubln-- !
Mr. Miner had to do was to balance gaged In
himself, pick up his feet and transport Ing high kicking, frontlc slapping and j
miner, pick and dinner bucket down completo removal of trousers with a;
the. mountain to work. Of course, It versatility, a vigor, a determination!
was one wiry trafile fdr which tho and a change of paco that beggar all ;
j
road got no money, but there was no description.
Suffice It to sny that the misguided
conductor, no strap hanging and no
'stopping to buy tickets on the mule rat In scarcely more than n trice was
hors de combat, as we say in Ohio,
shoe route.
Early any morning the stranger may while Mr. Stono was soon the center;
see the miners como along with their of an admiring throng, the observed
mulo shoe toboggans, calmly take a of all observers and the cynosure of
all eyes, panting and puutless, but vie-- !
sent and begin the descent.
"I have striven to do my
A pick handle, stick or the foot torlous.
serves as a brake to regulate the speed part," gasped he in his droll wny, as!
of the Incline railway. As tlTe shoes our special representative reached the
wear smooth from contact with the scene of the encounter, "to make the !
!
rail they pick up speed, and at . times world Bnmo for democracy."
j
a couple of during coal diggers will
rare on opposite rails from the top to
Expert
Trapper.
the bottom. But as a rule they take
There is a Gordon Campbell who Is
the trip carefully and earnestly so as the "mystery man" of the British navy. ;
not to Interfere with the rights of the He has been given the D. S. O. and the
V. C, and now he has five silver bars j
road that may belong to a neighbor
before or after them.
on his ribbons. But not a word of ex- - j
The scheme, of course, will not work plnnntlon has ever nppenred In the of- - j
up hill, and tho rond has to bring the flcinl gazette. His name and his new ;
men back on crowded cars that are not honors have been printed, and that I? ;
so comfortable or exhilarating as the all, writes a correspondent.
;
Individual coasters that come scooting
The explanation is that he Is en-- ;
down the mountain In tho morning.
gaged In
trapping. The stories
The number of missing mule shoes told of his' exploits are Intensely Inter-- ;
when the Idea first got vogue was perestlng and amusing, but must not be;
plexing, and It was some time before repeated as yet. Iu a general way it
the company storekeepers found out may be said that he Is almost nb- why the stocks were being depleted surdly without fear, and that the de-- ;
by such odd lots that no r.mount of vices by which he catches the Run ar ;
shoeing extravagance could account
:
for It. ,
But the miner In those parts Is a
Et is reported from Germany that!
law unto t himself ; sinse he rose up wood is being largely used in place ofi
twenty years ago and put a forcible eellulold, Ivory, and other substances!
end to the convict system of working for fhe manufacture of combs.. Ex-- !
the mines, and the owners mindful of cellent toilet combs are made fromj
the fact that the state of Tennessee tfcinly cut birch ami beechwood.
had to keep a standing army for two
years to keep the peace at that time,
do not Intend to let a little thing like
year proof to establish claim to the
a mule shoe create any disturbance.
land above described, before Stanley
A. Foutz, U. S. Commissioner at Wagon Mound, N. M., on the 6;th day of
July 16 1918
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Min-

-

Round-Incubato- r,

6

Ohio Crocnrman Experiences Cxclt
Infl Ccntest With Rodent Inclined
to Be Too Familiar.

nt

colt at side

2 Dining Tables, 10 Chairs, 4 Rockers, 1 library Table, Heating stove
Monkey Stove, Sanitary Couch, 3
Bedtseads, Springs, & Bedding, 1
Princess Dresser, Chiffonier, Kitchen Cabinet, Refrigerator, Wash-StanPlate Rack, Jap. Screen.
Washing' Machine, Radio
Garden-ToolTool Chest,
Canned Fruit, lOOlbs Hog
Millet and many other articles.
Acredit'of

IhUUScftY Lcur

il

The following property will be
Sold at auction.

Mare

ROUTE

HIS

UK

Al"

'

J. F. Smith and Paul and
Lawrence Kingsbury of Mosquero went to Clayton last week and
enlisted as Mechinists in the U.
S. Army, They go to Kelly Field
Texas this week for training and
will be assigned to service from
there. These boys couldnt wait
any louger for their turn in the

draft.

--

O

II. S. MURDOCH, D. D.S.'
will
be in Roy JUNE 3 to 8
quests of Mr. and Mr. T. E.
Call
early and let us exam
.Mitchell at their Albert ranch
your
teeth no charge for
Sunday going out with Mr. ine
Mitchell in the car and return- consultation, office
HOTEL
ing Monday.
Mr., and Mrs. F. A. Roy were

Free Air!
We wish to Announce We
Have Installed Our

Free Air Plant
and are now prepared to furnish
"Compresseb" Air to Automobiles
Just drive up in front!

, NOTICE

-

Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office at Clayton, New Mexico

Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office Clayton New Mexico.
May
Notice is hereby given that
Harry Bliss of Solano New Mexico
who on November 24 1914 madd HE no
WJ NwJ '& Wj-S018903 for the
Section 13 TwplO N Range 27 E.

May
Notico is hereby given that
Samuel' E Rucker of Amistad New
Mexico who on September 17 1906
made Deserjt land entry No 0163" for

-

.

SEi

filed notice of intention to make three
year proof, to establish claim to the
land above described, betora
W. H. Willcox U.S. Commissioner af
Roy New Mexico on

IJuly

6

of 1918

Claimant names as witnesses:
Marion Conner
John W Mackey
Henry E Dean
Ernest B Choate
All of Solano New Mexico
PAZ VALVERDE
Register
NnTTfiT:

"FDR.

PUBLICATION.

Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office at Santa Fe, New Mexico
Mar'21 191
Notice is hereby given that
Charles Depew of Roy New Mexico
who on April first 1915 made HomeSec.
stead Entry No 919723 for 1
Section 12 Township
It andSWi-NW- i
.
19 N Renge 26 lí N. M. P.
Meridian, has filed notice of intention
tdmake three Year Proof, to establish
claim to the land above described, before F, H. Foster U S Commissioner
at Roy N. M. on July 18 1918.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Hugh Trout
R. C. Grun'.g
John Welsdofcr
C. A. Butler
.

,

All

of

Roy New Mexico

PAZ VALVERDE, Register.

FOR PUBLICATION

'

"

tSWJ

and SWJ SEilSec.

18,

NEJ

!

'

.

NW1 and NW1 NE1 Section 19 Twp
19 N. Range 30 P. NM PM.has filed no.
u
tice of intention to make
proof under 3rd paragraph D.L. Relief
Act
to establish claim to the land
U. S. Commissioner, at his office in
above described, before
W.H. Willcox U S Commissionea at
on July 3 1918
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Roy New Mexico
witnesses:
as
names
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,
Claimant
Ensebio Montano
Gabriel S Vigil
April 23, 1918.
Jose T Garcia
James RCaley
Notice is hereby given that Thomas
'
M. Brown, of Mills, Mora County, N.
All of Albeit New Mexico
M., who, on Sept. 26, 1914. mude HomeVALVERDE,
PAZ
Register. stead entry No. 018545 for NJ, Sec. 30,
Twp. 21 N.f R. 25 E., N. M. P. MeriNOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
dian, has filed notice of intention to
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land make tlr.al three year proof, to establish claim to the' land above described,
Office at Clayton, New Méx.,
before F. H. Foster, U. S, CommU.
Apr.' 24, 1918
sioner, at his office in Roy, N. M., on
i Nntiue is hereby given that WilHan, on June 15, 1918.
i
who
Mexico
Roy
New
fí. Roulware-o- f
as
witnesses:
names
Claimant
Feb. 20 1915. made HE. No. 019382 for
A. A. Hurford, Arthur Hurford, Gro-ve- r
and NEJ Sectioi
NWJ, Sec. 11
Till, Ed Cheney, all of Mills. N. M.
'in TrtwnshinZIN Range 27EN.MP,
PAZ VALVERDE,
Meridian, has" filed notice of intention

'

rr

'

Claimant names as witnesses:
Porfirio Duran,
Lauriano Bernal,
J. P. Beceie, Maximiano Graham,,
all of Wagon Mound, N. M.
FRANCISCO DELGADO, Register
--

22

-

NOTICE

FOR PUBLICATION

Department of the Interior, V. S. Land
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,

May 24 1918
Itlijl U3Ai3 Xqajsq si sao
Otto Lohstroh of Roy, Mora' Co, N.M
who on November 28,1913 and Sept-- ,
ember 27, 1915 made Homestead
Entrys No,01S713 Addl No 02)934 forWj
Lo s 11,12, SWJ-SSWi: Swi-NEl- Section 6 and NE- - NWJ- - NWJ-NE- J
1
Register Section 7 Township 20 N Range 2T E
to make three year final proof to estabE, N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice
lish claim to the land above described
of intention to make Final Three Year
Roy
com,
at
S
U
NOTICE FOR TUBLICATION
before F H Foster,
Proof, to establish claim to the land
Department of the Interior U. S. Lani) above described, before F. H. Foster,
N M on the 21st day of June 1918.
Clayton, N. M., April 23, 1918. ,
; Claimant names as witnesses:
U. S. Commissioner, at his office in
is hereby given that James Roy, N. M., on the 18th day July 19l
Notice
A
Himes
A
A B Slusher
L. Smith, of Roy, Mora County, N. M ,
HC Mitchell, ' - Mary Bailey,.
Claimant names as witnesses:
1915, made Homestead
oo Jan.
who,
Mexico
New
Al! of Roy
Cosme C Hernandez.
Tho's McGrath
Twp.
29,
No.
019267,
entry
for EJ Sec
PAZ VALVERDE,
.
Joe Mastis of Mills New, Mexico-Joh19 N. If. 25 E , N. M. P. Meridian, has
Register
8
MeCryitel
of Roy N. M.
filed notice of intention to maka final
New Mexico.
PAZ VALVERDE,
6-- 4

8--

2,

'

We Sell Gasoline, Opaline Motor
Oíls, Tires and Accessories, and
are prepared to do al l kinds of

A-- 1

Just Fresh.
.

Wm. Brashears,

Anderson's
Garría ge,
..'í--

:'

Sp?ch

;

l

thoughts. Talljrand.

The Roy Drug Store

NEW MEXICO.

PatentnMedkines
Perodicah andj Statioaery

.Kodaks andJEastman Supplies!
Perfumes and Toilet Articles

Dr. M. D. Gibbs, Prop.
ROY,

xiffiVlex.'

three year preof to establish claim to
30
the land abov dessribtd, before F. H
Register.
Foster, U. S. Commissioner, at his ofNOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
fice in Roy, N. M., on June 19, 1918.
Department of the Interior
Claimant names as witnesses:
Tr E. Sanebury, J. H. Saosbury, A. U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M;
,
May 24 1918
J. Burleson, C. K. Wright, all of Royj
Notice is hereby given that
M,
N.(
Mary Bailey of
Regi ster. Roy,
PAZ VALVERDE,
Mora county, N. M., who on
61
.Nr.Tm-e23 1914 nude Homesteae
Entry No, 018394 for S Section 10
NOTICE FOR PULICATION
Township 21 N Rtnge 27 E N. M. P.
Meridian has fillee
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
flee in Roy, N. M., on July
18 19IX
Office at Santa Fe, New Mexico
notice of intention to make Final Three
May 14 1918
Year, Proof, to establish claim to the
Notice is hereby given that
land above
Antonio J Rodriguez of Wagon M nnd Foster, U. S, described, before F. H.
Commissioner, at hi
N. M. who oa June 2! 1914 made home
names
as witnesses: Htn-i;
tead entry m 021202 for
B.
Sluíher
Mitchell
Section 29 Town hip 21 N. Range
Robert Holmes
A. A. Hi es
r. Meridiaa, ha
2t E. N. 4Í-- ;
4

Pure Drugs, Chemiealsand

'.

ROY,

Oanerally Dm
wan given to man to disguise
I

Welding.

ne

6--

fairview Pharmacy

Repair Work.
Oxy-Acetyl-

An

FOR SALE
milk cow 3 years old

'

J--

filed NQioe of

mfAtta t make Tbre

All ef Roy New Mexico
'

PAS VALVBÜWS, Register

.

'

THE

SPANISH-AMERICA-

1(1

THAT CHANGE

NORTH
(Copyright: Little, Brown

OF

OF THE GREAT NORTHWEST
Plenty of stories hove been written of the great Northwest bemen who fit In with the
cause there are real people there
vigor and the strength of the rugged country where they dwell, but
It Is unusual to run across a tale which combines a vivid and convincing picture of life In the far North with a genuine and wholesome love
story and glimpses of life In what' the world calls civilization "back
East" or "down South." Such a combination la found, however, la
"
the first Installment of which appears below.
North of
Bertrand Sinclair, the author, knows the wild Ufe of the frontier aa
well as the conventional life of the modern city, and the contrasts
between the two are brought out vividly as this gripping tale unfolds.
THE EDITOR.
d

Fifty-Three,-

3

I.

Which

Introduces a Lady and Two
Gentlemen.

Dressed In a plain white shirtwaist
and an equally plain black cloth skirt.
Miss Eazel Weir, on weekdays, was
merely a unit In the office of Harring
.
ton ft BUsn, implement muuuiui.iun.-igarb
In
nor
personality
in
Neither
would a casual glance have differenti-

ated ber from the other female units,

occupied at various desks. A business
office Is no place for a woman to pa-

rade her personal charms. The measure of her worth there Is simply the
measure of her efficiency at her machine or ledgers. , So that if any member of the firm had been asked what
sort of a girl Miss Hazel Weir might
be, he would probably have replied
and with utmost truth that Miss Weir
was a capable stenographer.
But when Saturday evening released
Miss Hazel Weir from the plain brick
office building, she became, until she
donned ber working clothes at 7 a. m.
Monday morning, quite a different sort
of a person. In other words, she
chucked the plain shirtwaist and the
plain skirt Into the discard, got Into
of
l
such a dress as a normal
twenty-tw- o
dellghta to put on, and devoted half an hour or so to "doing"
her hnlr. Miss Weir then became an
entity at which fev persons of either
sex failed to take a second glance.
Upon a certain Saturday night Miss
Weir came home from an Informal
little party escorted by a young man.
They stopped at the front gate.
TU be here at ten sharp," said he.
"And you get a good beauty sleep
tonight. Hazel. That coniounaea ornee I I bate to think of yon drudging
away at It I wish we were ready
g'-r-

to"
"Oh,

bother the office!" she replied
lightly. "Anyway, I don't mind. It
doesn't tire me. I will be ready at
ten this time. Good night dear."
"Good night Hazle," he whispered.
"Here's a kiss to dream on."
Miss Weir broke away from him
laughingly, ran along the path, and
up the steps, kissed her finger tips to
the lingering figure by the gate, and
went in.
"Bed." she soliloquized, "Is the place
for me right quickly If I'm going to be
up and dressed and have that lunch
ready by ten o'clock. I wish I weren't
such a sleepyhead or else that I
.weren't a "pore wurrkln' gurí.' "
At which last conceit she laughed
softly. Because, for a "pore wurrkln'
gurl," Miss Weir was fairly well con
tent with her lot She had no one dependent on ber a state of affairs
which, if It occasionally leads to loneHer
liness, has its compensations.
salary as a stenographer amply cohered her living expenses, and even permitted her to put by a few dollars
monthly. She had grown up in GranShe had her. own circle of
ville.
friends. So that she was comfortable,
even happy, in the present and Jack
Barrow proposed to settle the problem of ber future; with youth's optimism, they two considered It already
settled. Six months more, and there
was to be a wedding, a three-weekhoneymoon, and a final settling down
In a little cottage on the West side;
everybody in Granville wha amounted
to anything lived on the West side.
Then she would have nothing to do
but make the home nest cozy, while
e
busiJack kept pace with a
ness that was growing beyond his most
sanguine expectations.
She kissed her finger tips to him
again across the rooftops all grimed
with a winter's soot and within fifteen minutes Miss Weir was sound
s'

real-estat-

asleep.
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of bread and cake Into a paper bag.
Barrow whispered to her: "Let's go
down and feed the swans. I'd Just as
soon be away from the crowd."
She nodded assent and they departed hastily lest some of the others
should volunteer their company.
It
took but a short time to reach the
pond. They found a log close to the
water's edge, and, taking a seat there,
tossed morsels to the birds and chattered to each other.
"Look," she said suddenly; "here's
one of my esteemed employers, If yon
please. You'll notice that he's walking
and looking at things Just like us ordinary, everyday mortals."
Barrow glanced past her, and saw a
man, his half
rather tall, middle-age- d
man,
tinged with gray,' a
dressed with exceeding nicety, even to
a flower In his coat lapel, walking
slowly along the path that bordered
the pond.
His gaze wandered to them, and the
cool, well-bre- d
store gradually gave
way to a slightly puzzled expression.
He moved a step or two and seated
himself on a bench. Miss Weir became
aware that he was looking at her most
of the time as she sat easting thesblts
of bread to the swans and ducks. It
made her
She did not
know why she should be of any particular Interest
"Let's walk around a little," she suggested. The last. of the crumbs were
fine-looki-

wondering mildly why she should be
called upon to shoulder a port of Nelly
Morrison's work, and a trifle dublouK
at the prospect of facing the rapld-flr- e
dictation Mr. Bush was said to Inflict
upon his stenographer now and then.
When sfie was seated, Bush took up
a sheaf of letters, and dictated replies.
Though rapid, his enunciation was perfectly clear, and Hazel found herself
getting his words with greater ease
than she expected.
"That's, all, Miss Weir," he said,
when he reoched the last letter. "Bring
those In tor verification and signature
as soon as you can get them done."
In the course of time she completed
the letters and took them back. Bush
glanced over each, and appended his
signature.
"That's all, Miss Weir," he said politely. "Thank you."
And Hazel went back to. her machine, wondering why she had been
requested to do those letters when
Nelly Morrison had nothing better to
do than sit picking at her type faces
with a toothpick.
She learned the significance of It the
next morning, however, when the office boy told her that she was wanted
by Mr. Bush. This time when she entered Nelly Morrison's place was vacant Bush was going through his
mall. He waved her to a chair.
"Just a minute," he said.
Presently he wheeled from the desk
and regarded her with disconcerting
frankness as If he were appraising
her, point by point so to speak.
"My ah dictation to you yesterday
Miss
was in the nature of a try-oWeir," be finally volunteered. "Miss
Morrison has asked to be transferred
to our Midland branch. Mr. Allan,
recommended yon. The work will not
be hard, but I must have someone dependable and discreet and careful to
avoid errors. I think yon will manage
It very nicely if you ah have no objection to giving op the more general

s.

gone.
"All right" Barrow assented. "Let's
go up the ravine."
They left the log. Their course up

the ravine took them directly past the
gentleman on the bench. Aud whin
they came abreast of him, be rose aud
lifted his bat it the very slight Inclination of Miss Welr'a head.
"How do you do, Miss Weirr aald
be. "Quite a pleasant afternoon."
To the best of. Hazel's knowledge,
Mr. Andrew Bush was little given to
friendly recognition of his employees,
particularly In public. But he seemed
Inclined to be talkative; and, aa she
caught a slightly inquiring glance at
her escort, she made the necessary In
traduction. So for a minute or two
the three of them stood there exchang
ing polite banalities. Then Mr. Bush
bowed and passed on. "He's one of the biggest guns in
Granville, they say," Jack observed,
"I wouldn't mind having some of his
business to handle. He started with
nothing, too, according to all accounts.
Now, that's what I call success."
"Oh, yes, in a business way he's a
success,1' Hazel responded. "But he's
awfully curt most of the time around
the office. I wonder what made him
thaw out so today 7"
And that question recurred to ber
mind again In the evening, when Jack
bad gone home and she was sitting
In her own room. She wheeled her
chair around and took a steady look
at herself in the mirror. A woman may
never admit extreme plainness of fea
ture, and she may deprecate her own
fairness, If she be possessed of fair
ness, but she seldom has any illusion
about one or the other. She knows.
Hazel Weir knew that she was far
above the average In point of looks.
She was smiling at herself just as
she had been smiling at Jack. Barrow
while they sat on the log and fed the
swans. But even though Miss Weir
was twenty-tw- o
and far from unso
phisticated, it did not strike her that
the transition of herself from a demure, businesslike office person In so
ber black and white to a radiant crea
ture with the potent Influences of love
and spring brightening her eyes and
lending a veiled caress to her every
supple movement satisfactorily accounted for the sudden friendliness of
"
Mr. Andrew Bush.

,

.
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awfully sorry," Hazel stammered. She was Just the least bit
"Why, you're "
frightened.
The
t
thing that was uppermost In her mind,
and what she came near saying, was !
"You're old enough to be my father."
And beside him there Instantly flashed
a vision of Jack Barrow. Of course It
was absurd even though she appreciated the honor. But she did not finish the sentence that way. "I don't
oh, it's simply impossible.
I conldnt
think of such a thing."
"Why not 7" be asked. "I love you.
Yon know that you can see It, can't
you?" He leaned a little nearer, and
forced her to meet, his gaze. "I can
make yon happy; I can make yon love
me. I can give you all that a woman
could ask."

but"

He Interrupted her quickly. "Perhaps Tve surprised and confused you
by my Impulsiveness", he continued.
"But Tve had no chance to meet you
socially. Perhaps right now you don't
feel as I do, but I can teach you to feel
that way. I can give yon everything
money,
social position, everything
that's worth having and love. I'm
boy. I can make
not an empty-headed

That's All, Miss Weir," He Said
litely.

Po-

work of the office for this. The salary
will be considerably more."
"If you consider that my work will
be satisfactory," Miss Weir began.
"I don't think there's any doubt on
that score. Tou have a good record In
the office," he interrupted smilingly.
"Now let us get to work and clean up

this correspondence."
Thus her new duties began. There
was an air of quiet In the private office, a greater luxury of appointment
which suited Miss Hazel Weir to a
nicety. The work was no more difficult than she had been accustomed to
doing a trifle less In volume, and
more exacting in attention to detail,
and necessarily more confidential, for
Mr. Andrew Bush had his finger tips
on the pulsing heart of a big business.
The size of the check which Hazel
received in her weekly envelope was
Increased far beyond her expectations.
Nelly Morrison had drawn twenty dol
lars a week. Miss Hazel Weir drew
twenty-fiv- e
a . substantial Increase
over what she had received In the ship
ping department
With that extra
money there were plenty of little
things she could get for the home she
and Jack Barrow bad planned.
Things moved along In routine chan
neis for two months or more before
Hazel became actively, aware that a
subtle change was growing manifest in
the ordinary manner of Mr, Andrew
Bush. She shrugged her shoulders at
the Idea? at first .But she was a womMiss Weir was unprepared for what an ; moreovera woman of Intelligence,
subsequently transpired as a result her perceptive faculties naturally
of that casual encounter with the man- keen.
The first symptom was flowers, dain
aging partner of the firm. By the time
she went to work on Monday morning ty bouquets of which .began to appear
she had almost forgotten the meeting on his desk. Coincident with this, Mr.
Bush evinced an inclination to drift
In Granville park.
Hazel's work consisted largely of Into talk on subjects nowlao related
dictation from the shipping manager, to business. Hazel accepted the tribletters relating to outgoing consign- ute to ber sex reluctantly, giving him
no encouragement to overstep the nor
ments of Implements.
It was, therefore, something of a mal bounds of cordiality. She was absurprise to be called Into the office of solutely sure of herself and of her love
the managing partner on Tuesday aft- for Jack Barrow. Furthermore, Mr.
ernoon. Bush's private stenographer Andrew Bush, though well preserved,
sat at ber machine In one corner.
was drawing close to fifty-an- d
she was
Mr. Bush turned from his desk at twenty-twItself reassured
That
" Hazel's entrance.
her.
"Miss Weir," he said, "I wish yon
Thus the third month of her tenure
to take some letters."
drifted by, and beyond the telltale
Hazel went back for her notebook. alances aforesaid. Mr. Bush remained
:

o.

.,

yon love me."
"Yon couldn't," Hazel answered flatly. There was a note of dominance
In that last statement that Jarred on
her. Mr. Bush was too sure of his powers. "And I have no desire to experiment with my feelings as you suggestnot for all the wealth and social
position in the world. I would have
to love a man to think of marrying
him and I do. But you aren't (the
man. I appreciate the compliment
of your offer, and Tm sorry to hurt
you, but I can't marry you."
His face clouded. "You are

"Yes."
He got up and stood over her. "To
some

cub

d

some

puny

egotist In his twenties, who'll make
yon a slave to his needs and whims,
and discard you for another woman
when you've worn out your youth and
beauty," he cried. "But you won't
marry him. I won't let you I"
Miss Weir rose, "I think I shall go
home," she said steadily,
on snail do nothing of the sort I
There. Is no sense In your running
away from the and giving rise to gossip which will hurt yourself only."
"I am not rflnning away, but I can't
stay here and listen to such things
from you. It's impossible, under the
circumstances, for me to continue
working here, so I may as well go
.

now."

Bush stepped past her and snapped
the latch on the office door. "I shan't
permit It," he said passionately.
"Girl, you don't seem to realize what
this means to me. I want you and
I'm going to have you !"
"Please don't be melodramatic, Mr.
Bush?'
"Melodramatic If It Is melodrama
for a man to show a little genuine feeling, I'm guilty. But I was never more
in earnest In my Ufe. I want a chance
to win you. I value you above any
woman I have ever met Most women
;

1

"Give me a chance to show you that
I can make you happy," he pleaded.
"Don't leave. Stay here where I can
at least see you and speak to you. I
won't annoy you. And you can't tell.
After you get over this surprise you
might find yourself liking me better."
"That's Just the trouble," Hazel
pointed out. "If I were here you
would be bringing this subject up In
spite of yourself. And that can only
cause pain. I can't stay."
"I think you had better reconsider
that" he said; and a peculiar an
Ugly light crept Into his eyes, "unless
you desire to lay yourself open to be

ft

Vegetable Compound was recommended to me as the
best remedy for my
troubles, which it

aurely proved to be. I feel better and
stronger in every way since taking it,
and the annoying symptoms have disappeared. "Mrs. M. GODDEN, 925 Napoleon St, Fremont Ohio.
Such annoying symptons aa heat
flashes, nervousness, backache, headache, irritability and " the blues," may
be speedily overcome and the system
restored to normal conditions by thlaj
famous root and herb remedy Lydia E
Pinkham'a Vegetable Compound.
If any complications present themselves write the Pinkham Medicine Co.,
Lynn, Mass., for suggestions how to
overcome them. The result of forty
years experience is at your service ana
your letter held in strict confidence.

For Constipation
Carter's Little
"Take Your Hands Off

Me,

young woman
this town, where you were born,
where all your friends Uve."
"That sounds like a threat, Mr.
Bush. What do you mean?"
"I mean just what I say. I will
admit that mine Is, perhaps, a selfish
passion. If you Insist on making me
suffer, I shall do as much for you.
There are two characteristics of mine
which may not have come to your attention: I never stop struggling for
what I want And I never forgive or
forget an injury or an insult. If you
drive me to it you will find yourself
drawing the finger of gossip. Also,
you will find yourself unable to secure
a position In Granville. Also, you may
find yourself losing the er regard of
this ah fortunate Individual upon
whom yon have bestowed your affections; but you'll never lose mine," he
burst out wildly. "When you get done
butting your bead against the wall
that will mysteriously rise In your
way, I'll be. waiting for you. That's
bow I love. I've never failed In anything I ever undertook, and I don't
care how I fight fair or foul, so that
I win."
"This Isn't the fifteenth century,"
Hazel let her Indignation flare, "and
I'm not at all afraid of any of the
things you mention. Even If I weren't
engaged, I'd never think of marrying
a man old enough to be my father a
man whose years haven't given him a
sense of either dignity or decency.
Wealth and social position don't modify gray hairs and advancing age.
Your threats are an Insult This isn't
the stone age. Even If It were," she
concluded fittingly, "you'd stand a
poor chance of winning a woman
against a man like well"
she
shrugged her shoulders, but she was
thinking of Jack Barrow's broad shoulders, and the easy way he went up a
flight of stairs, three steps at a time.
"Well, any young man."
With that thrust Miss Hazel Weir
turned to the rack where hung ber hat
and coat
Bush caught her by the shoulders before she took a second step.
"Gray hairs and advancing age I" he
said. "So I strike you as approaching
senility, do 17 fll Show you whether
specimen you seem
I'm the worn-ou- t
to think I am. Do yon think 111 give
yon up Just because Tve made you
angry? Why, I love you the more for
It; it only makes me the more deter'
mined to win you."
"You can't. I dislike you more every
Take " your hands off me,
second.
please. Be a gentleman if you can."
For ánswer he caught her up close
to him, and there was no sign of decadent force In the grip of his arms.
He kissed her; and Hazel, In blind
rage, freed one arm, and struck at him
man fashion, her hand doubled Into
a small fist By the grace of chance,
the blow tended on his nose. There
was force enough behind It to draw
blood. He stood back and fumbled for
Something that
his handkerchief.
sounded Uke an oath escaped htm.
Ing the

"Most women would Jump at the
"Well,
chance," Hazel interrupted.
I'm. not most women. I simply don't
care for yon as you would want me
to and Tm very sure I never would.
And, seeing that yon do feel that way,
It's better that we shouldn't be thrown
together as we are here. That's why

-

rm going."
"That Is to say, zoull resign because
I've told yon I care for yon and pro-

Liver Pills
will set you right

Please,"

most-talked--

over night

In

that"
:

It

Fremont 0. "I was passing through
the critical period of life, being forty
Bix years 01 age aim
had all the symptoms incidentto that
change heat flash
es, nervousness, and
was in a general run
down condition, so
yXw.
Ma.
it was hard for me
to do my work.
LydiaE.Pinkham'e

your
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"Yes,

.

She gave the He, for once, to the saying that a woman Is never ready at the
appointed time, by being on the steps
a full ten minutes before Jack Barrow
appeared. They walked to the corner
and caught a car, and in the span of
half an hour got off at Granville park.
The rltv fathers, hnmnered In flnvm
gone by with lack of municipal funds,
had left the
square
of the park pretty much as nature
made Jt ; that is to say, there was no
arnate parking, no attempt at landscape gardening. Granville park was
a bit of the old Ontario woodland, and
as such afforded a pleasant place to
loaf In the summer months.
When Jack. Barrow. and Hazel had
finished their lunch under the trees,
la company with a little group of their
acau&lntauces Hazel gathered scraps

tentatively friendly and nothing more.
Hazel spent her Sundays as she had
spent them for a year post with Jack
Barrow; sometimes rambling afoot in
the country or In the park, sometimes
Indulging In the luxury of a hired
buggy for a drive.
But Mr. Bush took her breath away
at a tim and in a manner totally unexpected. He finished dictating a
batch of letters one afternoon, and sat
tapping on his desk with a pencil. Hazel waited a second or two, expecting
him to continue, her eyes on her notes,
and at the unbroken silence she looked
up, to find htm staring fixedly at ber.
There was no mistaking the expression on his face. Hazel flushed and
shrank back Involuntarily. She had
hoped to avoid that It could not be
anything but unpleasant
She bad small chance to Indulge In
reflection, for at her first
move he reached swiftly and caught
ber hand.
"Hazel," he said bluntly, "will you
marry mer
Miss Weir gasped. Coming without
warning, It dumfounded. her. And
while her first natural Impulse was
to answer a blunt "No," she was flustered, and so took refuge behind a
show of dignity.
"Mr. Bush 1" she protested, and tried
to release her hand.
But Mr. Bush bad no intention of
allowing ber to do that
"I'm In deadly earnest" he said.
Tve loved you ever since that Sunday I saw you In the park feeding
the swans. I want yon to be my wife.
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Mrs. Godden Tells How
May be Passed in Safety
and Comfort

By BERTRAND W. SINCLAIR

& Co.)

UNUSUAL COMBINATION FOUND IN THIS GRIPPING STORY

CHAPTER

WOWS

that the threat made by
Bush were not idle was shown
when on his sudden death his
will was found to contain a provision which brought disaster to
The next Installment
Hazel.
tells how this was brought
about
(TO BB CONTINUED.)

posed marriage?" be remarked.
We aU have a soft spot in our heads
"Exactly. It's the only thing to do
at birth and some of us never lose it
andar the circumstances."

Purely Vegetable
Small Pill, Small Dote, Small Price

Carter's Iron Pills
Will restore color to the faces of
thoee who lack Iron In the blood,
d
people da
as most
pale-face-

Never That

"Women have suffered everything."'
"Everything but one thing the tor
ture of keeping silent."

FRECKLES
Now

Is

Tin U Get Ril of TkM Ugly Spots
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There's no longer the slightest need of feellnc
Otlilne doublo
of your freckles,
ashauind
strength Is guaranteed to remore these homely
apota.
Simply

get an mince of Othlne double
atrength from your druggist, and apply a llttlo
of it night and morning and you ahould soon see
that eren the worst freckles hare begun to die
appear, while the lighter ones bars Tanlshed entirely. It is seldom that more than one ounce
la needed to completely clear the skin, snd fala
beautiful clear complexion.
Bo sure to ask for the double strength Othlne,
as this is sold under guarantee of money back
It it falls to remore freckles. Adr.
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see where we may expect
another coal famine." She "Then
we will have hot times this winter." f
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Ttemember the future Is waiting for
you. Start now.
Take) Caw of Your Hoewoa I
Nothing else will do as muou to
keep them in fine condition as
Dr. David Roberto
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Printing
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film: W pay return postage. Wo em-- ,
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with our superior service and results.
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FIGHT OR GET BUSY

CANADA LAND VALUES

But Forty and Fifty Bushels of
Wheat to the Acre.
During the post year there has been
a greater demand for farm hinds In
Western Canada than for a number of
years past. The demand Is for good
farm lands Improved or unimproved.
And at an Increase of from ten to fit'
teen dollars an acre more than the
same lands could be bad for a couple
of years ago.
The rise In the price of every kind
or produce grown on these Western
lands, In some cases to double and In
others to treble the price prevailing be
fore 1914, have attracted and are at
tracting In
proportions
the men who are anxious to Invest
their money, and apply their energies
In the production of wheat for which
the allied nations are calling with
Tolces which grow louder and more
anxious as the months roll on, and the
end of the war still seems distant.
' Beef,
and more especially bacon, are
required In ever greater quantities,
and the price of all these things has
soared, until it Is not a question of
what shall we produce, but how much
can we produce. Even should this
, world calamity be brought to a close
from now, It will be
. In six months
r
years before normal
prices
If
prevail, and meantime
not patriotism Is turning the minds of
thousands back to the land. The Inevitable consequence has been the rise
in value of land, especially wheat
.
land.
The Calgary Herald, commenting on
these conditions says:
"From inquiries made from leading
dealers in farming and ranching properties, and from the Information gathered In other ways, it is known that
the value of all land wheat land,
mixed farming properties and even
,. good grazing
land has risen in the
last two years 40 per cent. Wheat
lands in some districts have practically doubled In price. One dealer in
farm lands recently sold three sections
for $70 an acre, one extra good quarter went as high as $90, and another
brought $100. These are, of course,
large prices, but that they will be
equaled or even surpassed in the near
future Is beyond question. There Is a
feature about this rush to the lund
from which the most solid hope can
be drawn for the success of the movement. The proper tillage of land, to
produce large crops in a climate like
ours is now understood and practiced
as it never was in the early days of
the province. It would seem too that
with the Increase of land under cultivation, the seasons are changing
and the rainfall becoming greater and
.more regular.
"Crops are being harvested, especially in Southern Alberta, which would
have seemed Impossible to the
. farmer, with his
ideas
of breaking and seeding. And at the
price now set by the government for
wheat and which possibly may be increased during the coming season, the
return to the practical skilled agriculturist must necessarily be very large.
"What matters $10 or even $20 an
acre extra on wheat land when a return as high as SO bushels and even
more may be taken from every acre
sown? With hogs bringing $20 a hundred pounds; beef on the hoof at $12,
and mutton $16, while wool under the
new government arranged system of
handling and sale brings 05 cents a
pound (and these values cannot fall
to any great extent for some years)
Ihe demand for land will continue and
values Increase in a corresponding degree.
"There has never been in the history
of Canada a time so favorable for the
farmer as the present;
the inspiration of patriotic feeling, the
aid freely extended by the government, who are permitting the import
of certain agricultural Implements
free, all these tend to still further
raise the price of Alberta land."
pre-wa-

SWEEPING EDICT TO IDLERS TO
'
MAKE NATION EFFICIENT
IN WAR.

IS TO BE IN EFFECT

JULY

1

Order Takes Registrants Out of Deferred Clase Ball Players, Golfers,
Clerks,
Bartenders, and Others,
Must Find "Useful" Employment

SPANISH-AMERICA-

"The new regulation wlfl also ufTeei
the following 'classes :
"(a) Persous engaged in the serving
of food and drink, or either, In public
places, Including hotels and social
clubf.
"(b) Passenger elevator operators
and attendants, doormen, footmen and
other attendants of clubs, hotels,
stores, apartment houses, office build
ings and bathhouses.
"(c) Persons, Including ushers and
other attendants, engaged and occu
pied In, and In connection with, games,
sports and amusements, excepting
actual performers In legitimate con
certs, operas or theatrical perform
ance.

"(d) Persons employed

In domestic

service.
THKSB ARB HIT BY ORDER TO
OH WORK.
Idlers.
Gamblers.
Bucket chop employees.
Race track attendants.
Clairvoyant and the Ilk.
Professional colter.
Professional
baseball ; players
(probably).
Elevator operator at club and
stores.
Club and hotel doormen.
Walters In liotels and club.
Ushers in theater.
Attendant at sports.
Persons In domestic service.
Clerks In stores.
Specially Exempt,

tiuur

Actor.

Bulletin.
Washington,
May 23.
General
"
Crowder's new
regulations may require profesional baseball players either to engage In some
useful occupation or to Join the army.
Baseball players, as well as jockeys,
professional golfers and other professional sportsmen, General Crowder
Raid today, will be affected by the regulations If strictly enforced. General
Crowder said he did not desire to make
specific rulings at this time and would
make rulings only when cases came to
him from local boards after July 1.
"work-or-flght-

Bulletin.
Mdy 23. Theatrical
performers have been excepted from
the new draft regulations at the direction of Secretary Baker, who Is said
to feel that the people cannot do without all amusement In war time and
that other amusements could be dispensed with more readily.
Washington,

"(e) Sules clerks and other clerks
employed In stores and other mercan
tile establishments.
"Men. who are engaged as above or
who are Idlers will not be permitted
to seek relief because of the fact, that
they have drawn a later order num
ber or because they have been placed
In clnss II, ill or IV on' the grounds of
dependency.
The fact that he Is not
usefully employed will outweigh bolli
of the above conditions.
To Extend Nonuseful Llct
"It Is expected that the list of non
useful occupations will be extended
from time to time as necessity will re
quire so as to include persons In othei
employments.
"Temporary absences from regiilai
employment not to exceed one week
unless such temporary absences an
habitual and frequent, shall not be con
sidered as Idleness. Regular vacation!
will not be considered as absences In
this connection.
"The regulation further provides
that where such a change of employment would compel the night employment of. women under circumstances
which a board might deem unsuitable
for such employment of women the
board may take such circumstances
Into consideration in making Its decision."
General Crowder Explains Plsn.
Explaining the new regulation and
the necessity for It, General Crowder

old-tim- e

able-bodie- d

t,

.

Work Must Be Respected.
Any painter will tell you that the
The Battle of the Soil.
sketch he begins carelessly, with a
The Bug From the amount of Paris slovenly scamping of paints, ends by
green around here I guess it Is no disgusting him and is frequently left
bug's land.
unfinished.. Any embroiderer will admit
the same experience. Work to be
It must
Courteous manners thrive better 11 a pleasure must be respected.
given plenty of public exercise.
be approached as a dignified and an
honorable affair.
,

iVben Your Eyes Need Care
For every ton of hay In the field, 500
Tro Murine Eye Remedy as tons
of water have been used to bring
W
cents
Comfort.
Hr
Ko Bmrtlnf-j-

brvsaof

Tit

initL Writ for

ire
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It to maturity.

TUST wherein lies the reason for tho uso of vegetable preparations for Infanta

J

Man's Component Parts.
Man Is the most complex machlnism
in the cosmos. There enter Into his
constitution eighteen or more simple
bodies, namely hydrogen, oxygen, nitrogen, carbon, sulphur, fluorln, chlorin;
bromine, iodine, phosphorus, arsenic,
silicon, sodium, calcium, magnesium,
Iron and manganese, aluminum and
boron and vanadium.
.

Stones marking the Mason and
Dixon line bear the Penn and Baltimore family coats of arms.

and children?

Why aro any but vegetable preparations unsafe for infants and children ?
Why are Syrups, Cordials and Drops condemned by all Physicians and
most laymen ?
Why has the Government placed a ban on all preparations containing, among
other poisonous drugs, Opium in its variously prepared forms and pleasing tastes,
and under its innumerable names?
These are questions that every Mother will do well to inquire about.
Any Physician will recommend the keeping of Fletcher's Castoria in tho
house for the common ailments of infants and children.
v

Children Cry For
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Letters from Prominent Druggists
addressed to Chas. II. Fletcher.

neither 0plam.Mon
Mineral. Noixhahw

said:
"The war has so far disorganized
the normal adjustment of Industrial
man power as to prevent the enormous Industrial output and national
organization necessary to success.
"There is a popular demand for organization of man power, but no direct draft could be imposed at present.
"Steps to prohibit Idleness and non-

Washington, May 23. Habitual idlers, ball players, gamblers, bartenders, and many others are Included In
an edict Issued today by Provost Mar-shGeneral Crowder, providing that effective occupation will be welcomed
every man of draft age must work or by our people.
fight after July 1, under a drastic
"We shall give the Idlers and men
amendment to the selective service
not effectively employed the choice beAll draft registrants enregulations.
tween military service and effective
gaged In what are held to be nonuse-fu- l employment.
Every man, In the draft
occupations are to be haled before
age at least, must work or fight.
local boards and given their choice of
"This Is not alone, a war or milia new Job or the army.
tary maneuver. It Is a deadly contest
Gamblers, race track and bucket of industries and mechanics.
shop attendants and fortune tellers
Must Copy German Machine.
head the list, but those who will be
"Germany must not be thought of as
reached by the new regulation also in- merely possessing an army, we must
clude waiters and bartenders, theater
think of her as being an army an
ushers and attendants, passenger ele- army in which every factory and loom
vator operators and other attendants In the empire Is a recognized part In
of clubs, hotels, stores, etc., domestics a complete machine running night and
and clerks In stores.
We must make
day at terrific speed.
Deferred classification granted on ac- of ourselves the same sort of effective
disregardwill
be
count of dependents
machine.
ed entirely In applying the rule. A
"It Is not enough to ask what would
man may be at the bottom of class 1, happen If every man In the nation turnor even In class 4, but if he falls with- ed his hand to effective work. We
in the regulation and refuses to take must make ourselves effective. We
useful employment he will be given a must organize for the future.
We
new number in class 1 that will send must make vast withdrawals for the
him into the military service forthwith. army and Immediately close up the
Local boards are authorized to use disranks of Industry behind the gap with
cretion only where they find that en- an accelerating production of every
forced change of employment would useful thing In necessary measure.
result In disproportionate hardship up- How Is this to be done?
on his dependents.
"The answer Is plain. The first step
May Solve the Labor Problem.
toward the solution of the difficulty Is
The statement of the provost mar- to prohibit engagement by
shal general's office is as follows:
men In the field of hurtful employ"Provost Marshal General Crowder ment, Idleness or ineffectual employtoday announced an amendment to the ment, and thus induce and persuade
selective service regulations which the vast wasted excess Into useful
deals with the great question of com fields.
pelling men not engaged In a useful
"The very. situation we are now con
occupation immediately to apply themsidering, however, offers great possiselves to some form of labor, contrib- bilities In Improvement of the draft as
uting to the general good. The Idler, well as" great possibilities for the comtoo, will find himself confronted with position of the labor situation by efthe alternative of finding suitable em fective administration of the draft.
ployment or entering the army.
Considering the selective service law,
'
"This regulation provides that after we see two principal causes of detriJuly 1, any registrant who Is found by ment of the call to mllitnry service-exemp- tion
Unusual Weapon.
a local board to be a habitual Idler or
and the order numbers asJohn was asked to go to the store to not engaged In some useful occupation signed by lot.
get a dozen eggs. On his way a boy shall be summoned before the board,
"The exemptions themselves fall Into
took away his hat and John began to given a chance to explain and. In the two conspicuous categories dependcry. When he got to the store the man absence of a satisfactory explanation, ency and Industrial employment. One
asked; "Who hit you, John?"
to be inducted Into the military service protects domestic relations, the other
"A dozen eggs," was the reply.
pf the United States.
the economic Interests of the nation.
"Any local board will be authorized Between the two there Is an InevHave a Clear Skin.
to take action, whether It has an orig- itable hiatus, for it Is demonstrably
Make Cuticura Soap your every-da- y
inal Jurisdiction of the registrant or true that thousands, If not millions, of
toilet soap and assist it now and then not; in other words, any man loafing dependency exemptions have no efby touches of Cuticura Ointment to around a poolroom in Chicago may be fect of industrial protection whatever.
often, soothe and heal. For free held to answer to a Chicago board even
"One of the unanswerable criticisms
samples address "Cuticura, Dept. X, though he may have registered in of the draft has been that it takes men
Boston." At druggists and by malL New York and lived there most of his from the farms and from all useful
Soap 25, Ointment 25 and 60. Adv.
employments and marches them past
life.- "The regulations which apply to Idle crowds of Idlers and loafers to the
I; registrants will be
deemed to apply army. The remedy Is simple to couple
Force of Habit
"Say, Maggie, what has become of also to gamblers of all description ana the Industrial basis with other grounds
that drug clerk who was paying you employees and attendants of bucket-shop- s for exemption and to require that, any
such marked attention?"
and race tracks, fortune tellers, man pleading exemption on any ground
"I guess he thought I was a bottle clairvoyants, palmists and the like, shall also show that he Is contributof medicine. He shook me."
who for the purpose of the regulations ing effectively to the Industrial welfare of the nation."
shall be considered as Idlers.

If yon wish beautiful, clear white
slothes, use Bed Cross Bag Blue. At all
good grocers. Adv.

A Word of Precaution,

AriC piUIIie"wi "- -

S. J. Briggs & Co., of Providence, R. I., say : "We have sold Fletcher!
Castoria in our three stores for the past twenty years and consider it
one of the best preparations on the market"
Mansur Drug Co., of St. Paul, Minn., says : "We are not in the habit
of recommending proprietary medicines, but we never hesitate to say
good word for Castoria. It is a medical success."
Hegeman & Co., of New York City, N. Y., say : "We can say for your
Castoria that it is one of the best selling preparations in our stores.
That is conclusive evidence that it is satisfactory to the users."
W. H. Chapman, of Montreal, Que., says : "I have sold Fletcher's Cas
toria for many years and have yet to hear of one word other than praise of
its virtues. I look upon your preparation as one of the few so called
patent medicines having merit and unhesitatingly recommend it as a safe
household remedy."
-
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GENUINE CASTORIA ALWAYS BEARS
the
Signature
of
Eiact Copy of Wrapper.

VM

How to Win a Seat.
Here is a tip for Pittsburgh strap
hangers on how to win a sent. It was
tried with success recently on a Broadway car by a woman who looked tired
but couldn't induce any of the men
sitters to give her a sent. She looked
around pleadingly, but all those who
had seats were absorbed In their newspapers. The car had gone a block or
two when suddenly a voice was heard
singing, "The Star Spangled Banner."
It was the woman who had Just entered the car. Everyone arose. Then
the woman edged Into a seat that had
been occupied by one of the men.
When the woman was seated the song
suddenly ended.

New York Sun.

MNTAU

COMPANY,

Nl

HORSE SALE DISTEMPER
buy through the sale)
c eacap.

Tou know that when you sell
you have about one chanr In fifty to

SWAMP-ROO- T

manufacturer.

SPOHN MEDICAL

CC Maaafaetaren,

There is only one medicine that really
standi out
as a medicine for
curable ailments of the kidneys, liver
end bladder.
Dr. Kilmer's Swamp-Roo- t
stands the
highest for the reason that it has proven
to be just the remedy needed in thousands upon thousands of distressing cases.
Swamp-Root- ,
a physician's prescription for
special diseases, makes friends quickly because its mild and immediate effect is
soon realized in most oases. It is a gentle, healing vegetable compound.
Start treatment at once. Sold at all
drug stores in bottles of two sizes, medium and large.
However, if you wish first to test this
great preparation send ten cents to Dr.
Kilmer k Co., Bmghamton, N. Y., for a
sample bottle. When writing be sure and
mention this paper. Adv.
- Part of Her Costume.
Bessie enme running to her grandmother holding a dry, pressed leaf, obviously the relic of a day long gone
by. "I found it in the big Bible,
grandma," she said,. 'Do you 'spose
it belonged to Eve" Boston Tran-
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Trouble

A Wonderful Testimonial
Endorsing EATONIC
Gentlemen:
I have UMdBATONIO tablet Inn?
family and And It a moat excellent
remedy fordyspepiia and all form of
indigestion.
Your reapectfully,
W.V. SULLIVAN.
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W.V.SULUVAM
rromiiMu.pi.

fJ Quickly Removes All... stomacn Misery
I

In your own ability is
of the battle.

two-thir-
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Dyspepsia, i latulence, neartourn, oour,
Acid and Gassy Stomach

Here's the secret: EATONIC Drives the Gas oat
of the body and tho Bloat go with it Guaranteed
to bring relief or money back. Get a bo today.
Coats only a cent or two a oay to two n.
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Good Salesmanship.
"Could I sell you a burglar alarm,
madam?"
"Are you sure It will work?"
"Yes, madam; I may speak with
some authority on the subject. I was
once a burglar myself."
"Dear me J What caused you to reform?"
"This alarm."
"I'll take one." Birmingham

Cuticura Stops
Itching and
Saves the Hair
Sea

25c.

OiaUust 25c

.
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HAIft BALSAM
Vllt premntloa of marls.

Blp to and KoU dudraO.

Many a man who poses as a public
benefactor never thinks of giving his
wife a dollar for her own use.

iBim Ummttvrínm Colar and
Beauty to Gray or Fodod Hair.
oo,

ana

urqyyi"'

91.VQ

W. N. U., DENVER, NO.

18.

Sapolio doing its work. Scouring
foru.5.Marine Corps recruits.

Join Now!

Men
who wear

this
APPLY AT

Faith

,

ATONIC

trrnn vniia etAuífHC
At Ail Diputa

Former U. S. Senator

script.
Some people ore like cider sweet
enough until it is time to work.

Goakea, IaL, CaLaW

av

FOR

KIDNEY AILMENTS

BALH STABLBs

DISTEMPER. "SPOHN'S" I your true protection, your
only safeguard, for a sure a you treat all your horsea
with It, you will soon be rid of the dliease. It acts aa
sure preventive, no matter how they ara "exposed.
(0 cents and $1 a bottle; f6 and $10 doien bottle, at all
good druggists, hor. good house, or delivered by the)

Red Cross Ba Blue make the foundress
happy, makes clothes whiter than snow.
All good grocers. Adv.

Potato Water Substitute for Soap.
Soap is almost unattainable In occu
pied Belgium, and the housewives are
accordingly
seeking possible substitutes.
To them a chemist, through
the medium of h Brussels newspaper,
gives this advice : "Pour the hot water
In which peeled potatoes have been
boiled over the linen to be washed.
Allow It to .soak until the following
day, then rub it as you would In a
lather, but without adding soap or anything else. The linen will come out of
the tub perfectly white."

V.ftK CITY

SNOCH MORGAN'S
SONS CO.

ANY

emblem

are
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SERVICE
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I will offer at Public Auction at my farm, 1 mile

East

1--

4

on

north,of Roy, N.M.

4f

I will offer at Public Auction, at my farm, 20 miles
North of ROY, 10 N.E. Abbott, 13 N.E. MILLS,NM

Sale to commence at 1 o'clock, sharp, "Hoover Sale to begin 10 A.M.,shar- p- 'Hoover Time' the following

thefollowing described property

Time",
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to-w- it
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Span Grey Mares, 7&8 Yrs. 2,4001bs.
wt. 3,100 lbs. 7&8 Yrs, Brown Mare 5Yrs
1200. in foal, Bay Mare 3Yrs,wtll001bs Bay Mare, 5, Wt. 1,000- - Span
Mules
2-yr--

Good Milch. Cow' 7 yrs. o Id.

extra fine,

cmnery

,1

--

'

V

5 yrs old with heifer calf at side.
4,yr.0ld milk cow, calf at side,

.
j

,

-
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fresh in july,

.

Furniture,

í

si

old

-

i

1

2-yr--

a-S-

Gelding.

old

Extra good JERSEY COW

i;

3-i- n.

2-yr--

13

ti

4?
Set 1 1 Zm,
Set heavy Breeching Harness, used 1 yr.
'ilopkinsville"
brass m'ntd steel hame harness, new,
'
Disc,
New Oliver, 14-1- 6
Truck Wagon with triplehed,
401b. Cane Seed,
Telephone & 4 mile of line, .
Three
seed Potatoes,
2501b. home-grow- n

Black Mare,

2yr-ol- d

old

9

Cow 6yrs-old- ,
Cows calves at Side,
2 Red Polld Cows 3 years old. Heifer
g
Kea rolled
2
- bteers,
lon-verlin-

T

f

a
"Klean Kwik" vacuum washing Machine with wringer
Steel Range,No. 9, .new, No.16, 'Chill,
new, Round-Oa- k
Oak Heater, 'hxcelio Sewing machine, Kitchen Cabinet,
with Mattress, Large Bookcase andl
Davenport
3 Bedsteads, one Brass, 2 large
Writing desk combined,
Dressers, 1 medium Dininé Table, 4 Rockers. 6 Dining
Wheat-Dril- l,
lard and fruit Press, 'Sattley' Farm Wagon, 'Kentucky' 14.disc
Chairs,
6 Kitchen Chairs,
Rod Plow, Moldboard
'Emerson'
Lard, Stone
No. 12 Food Grinder, 3 gallons
Saddle,
2001b. Spuds,
Harness.
Plow.
Sets
2
too
articles
numerous
other
and
Jars, Fruit Jars, Dishes,
Household
Lard,
Meat,
3001bs. Millet Seed,
to mention.
fZrfrlc nriH rthv nrtirlPG tfr nil irtprnii tn inpnrinrs.
'
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arm macninerv
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Go-Dev- il,

home-rendere-

Terms of

d

Sale:-- rr

credit of 6 months without interest on sums over $10. Purchaser giving bankable
note or approved Security, bearing 12 percent interest from date if not paid when due
10 percent discount for cash on sums over $10.00 if paid on date of sale, All sums of
,
No property to be removed until settled for.
$10.00 and under, Cash,
A

Col.

LEO WAGNER,

Auctioneer Mills,NM.

crillS""cent

'

wner Frank
N. M., Auct.

Clerk.

ERNEST

W

Another Test of Death.
of great value for testing with certainty whether n person is
dead has been made by a professor of
pliysioloj-at Chicago university. A?
described in tho "Lancet," It Is top.
technical for the layman's understand.
Ing, but a doctor explains that the test
Is made by crushing a piece of musclt
and comparing it with a piece of un
crushed muscle. If the person Is nllvt
tho crushed piece gives off more car'
bonlc acid gas than the tmerushed
piece, as a result of the stimulation
produced by the Injury. The professor
claims that this test can be applied
within a few minutes, or at most with
In one or two hours of death.. Then-areof course, other tests with which
every doctor is quite .satisfied, but this
will be extremely valuable, as provina
local death of the tissues after generic
death has occurred. There Is life Ir.
the tissues for some time after death,
and proof of their death sets tit'
doubts at rest.

PARKS,

G.

Clerk,

Bring drinking cups.

Free Lunch.

o Pint
rniii
F.O. WHITE, Mills,

Col. F. O. WHITE,

6 months without Interest, lOper-Joff for cash, usual conditions,

? Owner.

A discovery

VERY HARD TO PR0N0NCIATE'

YourWav Garden Nowj
Planave
Money.
Time
-

and

English Language Bothered Edward
Livingston Trudeau, 'The Pioneer
of Opera," Although American.

In St. Nicholas Mary R. Turkman
tolls nn Incident In tho childhood of
Edwpnl Livingston Trudonu, "Tho
I'lonopr of (lu OiKTii."

'

fVJ

"TIio smnll boy who could scarcely
remember the timo when lie' did not
live In Franco nnd whose relativos
were nil French !ld not forget for u
moment that ho was nn American.
Tho toy boats which lie nailed In the
fountains of the Tulllerles nil bore the
Stars nnd Stripes. All his favorite
playmates it the Lyceo Bonaparte,
where he went to school, were liarily
American boys whose parents were
livlns In Taris.

"During the years of the French
school the vngue, Inner yearning for a
freer, more natural life found vent In
many pranks, nnd covert rebellion not
only npalnst the class routine, but
nlso, more openly, ngainst the established order of things on the play'
ground.
"When he returned to New York at
eighteen Edward could speak only
broken English, but he felt so truly
American that he wondered why his
cousins lauglipd when lie raid, 'Ze English Is a very hard language to
"
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fOOD STOCKS

and country more war gardens Bre neeaea tnis year

than tver before, Tnt riot Ism prompted 2,000,000 Americans
to plant gardens last year, according to estimates of the
United States Department of Agriculture. Transportation
facilities of the nation will be strained this year hauling munitions of war and foods' for the 'Allies. Tho surplus food created by home gardens will help In the railroad problem. And
the nutlon will eat less of the goods we must export wheat,
meat, fats and sugar. Every boy and girl that helps with tne
, garden Is helping win, tit? war.
Leaflets of Instruction ID
garden making may be secured from the Dtpurtuiem of Agriculture at

If
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Wash-luglv-

upon request, without charge.

Mm WAR KITCHEN
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Always In the Limelight.
The whole history of Flanders,-u-n
til It' passed by marriage Into the
possession of the dukes of Burgundy
Is filled with stirring deeds and rapid
growth.
Through all" the centuries
Flanders has kept itself In the front
rank of attention by the great struggles that have swept back and forth

across Its territory.
When the ruling count would find
no adequate scope for his- energies In
his own country or if the spirit of adventure lay hard upon him he would
go off on a crusade us did Count Rob
ert II who wrought so valiantly
in the first crusade that he was given
the proud title of The Sword. pX Chris-- ,
.
lenaow,

OPENED IN WASHINGTON1,
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This Is the first wr kitchen established by the United States food administration In Washington and Intended to be the model for many others
be opened from csast to watt to thow heuciw'vts r.cw to
ft like M
the food administration. War bread wag the first product
;"
h

